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MONDAY, JUNE 20, 2016
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

Call to Order at 6:32 PM
Roll Call
Introductions
General Overview of Pre-Conference/Conference Schedule - Nathan Tack, NACURH Chairperson
Approval of Minutes from the Semi-Annual Business Meeting
a.   SA moves; seconded by NE
i.   No objections
ii.   Minutes approved
6.   Conference Overview - Rachel Zolotarsky, Annual Conference Chair
7.   Recess
a.   Annual Conference moves to recess until 8:00 PM; seconded by the North East
i.   No objections
8.   Call to Order at 8:05 PM
9.   Roll Call
10.  Legislation
a.   NBD 16-64
i.   CA moves to bring NBD 16-64 to the floor; seconded by NE
1.   No objections
ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by MA
1.   Conference needs funds for ADA transportation.
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   Conference needs funds for ADA transportation.
iv.   Q&A
1.   SA: Is this for this year or next year?
a.   This year
2.   NIC moves to end Q&A; seconded by GL
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   CA calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   7-0-1; motion carries
b.   NBD 16-66
i.   SW moves to bring NBD 16-66 to the floor; seconded by NSRO
1.   No objections
ii.   IA moves to waive the reading; seconded by NSRO
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   NBD 16-66 is a piece that was seen at NACURH 2016 Semis. However, when
we looked into feedback from Legal Counsel we ended up finding that we
did not have the funds for FY17, what we initially looked at was having the
funds available within FY16 instead. In addition, there within the Line that is
going to be spent for Laptops the excess / remaining will be pulled from this
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Line in order to fund this particular need. There was just an error in budget
allocations so a correction was made now.
iv.   Q&A
1.   CA: Wouldn’t the other piece regarding to laptops have to pass before we
were to pass this piece?
a.   If it were to pass it would come from the General Fund, the decision
to move funds from the General Fund would be decided by the NAF
anyways.
2.   SA: Are you all rounding up for the amount listed within the piece?
a.   This is an expense that we were notified about, the fee is a
government issued fee.
3.   NE moves to end Q&A; seconded by CA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   GL calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   7-0-1; motion carries
c.   NBD 16-65
i.   MA moves to bring NBD 16-65 to the floor; seconded by the NSRO
1.   No objections
ii.   NIC moves to waive the reading; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This piece is similar to the CRC piece we presented last fiscal year. This piece
transfers money in to purchase four new laptops. We are planning to
purchase the cheapest MacBook versions. The total amount should come in
around $3,997.00. This will account for four cases as well. If the NRHH advisor
piece fails, that amount would just be deducted
iv.   Q&A
1.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SW
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   CA calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   7-0-1; motion carries
11.  Caucus
a.   CA moves to caucus for fifteen (15) minutes; seconded by SA
i.   No objections
12.  Legislation
a.   NBD 16-56
i.   PA moves to bring NBD 16-56 to the floor; seconded by MA
1.   No objections
ii.   SW moves to waive the reading; seconded by NE
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
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1.   This piece essentially was an analysis of the current Advisor structure for
bidding and we wanted to refine this, what the piece does is removes the
review and reappointment process for the NACURH Advisor and NACURH
CRC. This would align with Regions’ processes, so essentially this gets rid of
that process as a whole. If an individual wishes to rebid then that person
would have to go through the same process everybody else would go
through in order to bid for the positions.
iv.   Q&A
1.   PA: Does this state that you candidates wishing to rebid are supposed to
refer back to the rebidding process or does it just assume that they would?
a.   It is implied that they would be looking back at the process.
2.   CA: Why do the Execs have a vote in the confirmation?
a.   The reason why it is in there is because the NACURH Executive Team
primarily works with those three types of Advisors. Because we work
with these people directly, we would provide a different perspective
and input.
3.   CA: Wouldn’t the Execs have to put their perspective in for approval
compared to selecting themselves?
a.   Based off the bids, the Executive Team would select the Top 2 and
bring those candidates to the Boards for a vote, the vote would
include the Boards and the Execs at Semis. NACURH will fund the
travel expenses.
4.   CA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by NE
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   CA moves to caucus for two (2) minutes; 2nd by PA.
a.   No objections
2.   CA moves to recognize an Amendment; 2nd by NSRO
a.   Proponent Speech on Amendment:
i.   In one of the Whereas statements it mentions “reflecting
regional practices”, I am stating that Regions don’t cast a vote
on the Regional Advisor. Overall, the amount of NACURH
Executives can sway the votes since we are only looking at 8
Voting Members plus the 4 Voting NACURH Executives.
b.   Question & Answer on Amendment:
i.   GL moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by IA.
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion on Amendment:
i.   PA: We feel that the Proponent Speech covered how this
pertains to the spirit of the peice. This also reflects Regional
Practices in how Advisors are selected.
ii.   GL: The Great Lakes feel that the NACURH Executives are the
ones that are working with the Advisors and are the ones that
can see what they really want to see within those individuals.
Though it does reflect majority of Regional practices, IACURH
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iii.  
iv.  

v.  

vi.  
vii.  

viii.  

ix.  

x.  

xi.  

xii.  
xiii.  

xiv.  

did have a piece that allows RBD to send candidates to their
voting members. We feel this should be voted down.
SW: YIELD
NE: We are struggling in supporting this amendment, we echo
the Great Lakes. In the North East, the RBD does have a say in
the selection of the Regional Advisor. We believe that for
people that are working with the Advisors on a daily basis
those people should have a say.
IA: As previously mentioned, the IACURH RBD does have a
process that allows RBD to select candidates. We feel this
should be voted down.
MA: We also have a say in the Regional Advisor selection.
CA: We stated that MOST and not ALL Regions have a process
to where the RBD does not select. We understand that the
NACURH Executives work with the Advisors but the Boards
also work with these individuals as well so that group is not the
only benefiting party.
PA: With the selection process, the two people having voting
rights for this would work with the other NACURH Executives
to cast a vote on the majority of the NACURH Executive Team.
There should be a balance in the opinions of both the
NACURH Executives and the Boards.
SA: This hinders the NACURH Executives in having a say in this
process, if NACURH is paying for them then the Executive
Team should have a vote individually with each member on
the NACURH Executive Team.
NIC: Before the amendment it mentions that the NIC, Annual
Conference and NSRO will a vote, is this a collective vote of
the Offices / Annual Conference or an individual vote for each
entity?
SW: We recognize that in essence the NACURH Executives
would have two chances to pick Advisors that will represent
NACURH well, but at the same time the NACURH Executives
are chosen by us. We should have faith in the NACURH
Executives that they will choose candidates that will support
and further NACURH. We don’t see the issue of voting twice if
we have faith in the people we vote on.
CA: The NACURH Executives will have a chance to vote on a
Top 2 Candidates.
NE: We would also point out that policy does state that it is
the Executives and an additional person that will bring forth
these Top 2 Candidates. It is not just the Executives.
NAA: If you look back at Article V that highlights this process it
mentions that the Committee will recognize the Top 2
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Candidates. Then the Candidates will be notified of their
status.
xv.   CRC: A couple years ago when I bid for the position, it has
always said to bring 2 candidates. But because the bids went
through the NACURH Executive Team first, that language
allowed the opportunity to eliminate them from the process
ahead of time so the Boards wouldn’t have to run into policy
violations.
xvi.   PA: Does that make the decision to that it has to be 2
Candidates and it can be 1 Candidate in the case that 2 is not
an option?
1.   NAA: Correct. It is also a funding issue.
xvii.   IA Calls to Question.
1.   No objections
d.   Vote on Amendment
i.   2-6-0
ii.   Amendment Fails
3.   CA Calls to Question
a.   No objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries
b.   Recess
i.   PA moves to recess for five (5) minutes; 2nd by CA.
1.   No objections
c.   NBD 16-69
i.   SA moves to bring NBD 16-69 to the floor; seconded by SW
1.   No objections
ii.   NIC moves to waive the reading; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   To give some perspective we have been working hard to restructure the
Advisor roles within NACURH. This conversation has not been something that
has come out of the blue, we have been having this conversation throughout
Spring on if we should have this piece be brought forward. From the NNB
perspective had a respective vote of 4: Extending 3: Putting in Policy 1:
Position Dismissal. Thinking strategically for the future with NRHH, we want
to move forward with the Strategic Plan with NRHH. After the
recommendation from the Boards we feel it is time to make a decision to see
if this should be continued. Having a positional description for an additional
trial year would hinder the movement of NRHH, we need to move forward
with a decision of if the NNB needs an Advisor support role. An attached
resolution has been attached to the piece so you are aware of the document
that was discussed in the past. We feel that this is the best decision in moving
NRHH forward.
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2.   Transition happens and Officers can no longer be in positions and we want to
make sure that the NNB has an additional support role. In the past it was
obligatory of the NAN to be in this role for the NNB, it can extremely
daunting to not have someone else there in terms of support and guidance
for the other AD-NRHHs. Without the NACURH NRHH Advisor would be
harmful to how we want to move NRHH forward.
3.   Some items to note are:
a.   Duties & Responsibilities: This is similar to the NACURH Advisor. The
first section of the piece is for the NACURH Bylaws and will go to
NACURH Corporate. This mirrors what we currently have in the
Bylaws. In addition, we also have the NACURH NRHH Advisor
responsibilities within the NACURH Policy Book, this would exist
within in both documents. It is important to have both responsibilities
reflected within both places. There are some differences in the
responsibilities between both documents but nothing too dramatic.
b.   Advising Structure: There is a portion of the piece that identifies the
Advising structure which is similar to a piece that was passed before
16-56. In addition, the NACURH Advisor serves on the NNB and NBD
as it is written. We believe that there should be the NACURH Advisor
in the NBD Boardroom and the NACURH NRHH Advisor in the NNB
Boardroom. There were also additional responsibilities within the
Advising structure that targeted how they support the NAN and the
Executive Team.
c.   Differences w/ NACURH Advisor and NACURH CRC: Things that may
impact not having the NACURH NRHH Advisor is placed in the hands
of the NAA and NAN in order to interpret these discrepancies.
d.   Financial Implications: There will be an addition to the financial needs
in order to support the NACURH NRHH Advisor position. In the FY17
Budget the position was budgeted for because we do have the funds
and they were available. We would continue to permeate the funds in
order for it to be reflected into Policy.
e.   Ex-Officio Change: If this was passed the NACURH NRHH Advisor
position would go from an Interim role to a full functioning position of
the NACURH Executive Team. More discussions would come up in
order to converse on how someone would bid for this position for the
future.
f.   Timeline of Advisors: This has also been considered with the timeline
of Advisors, this is a good year to be doing this because it provides a
streamlined process for all the Boards. The piece goes into detail on
how it would reduce any conflicting timeline issues.
4.   The NACURH Executive Team is charging the Boards with if they want to
keep the position or not keep the position.
iv.   Q&A
1.   PA: We were wondering about the conversation on a 4-year term?
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

a.   This mirrors the NACURH Advisor term and practice. It helps if we
have a NACURH Advisor and NACURH NRHH Advisor to have a
similar term length.
NIC: With your mid-year transition do you think the NACURH NRHH Advisor
provided that support for your transition?
a.   It was a great support resource even though we were both new to the
position. We were able to help each other understand these roles as
well as provide historical context of NRHH and the NNB. Especially
with this year, I felt extremely supported by the NACURH NRHH
Advisor. We met every single week.
IA: In Section 3: Candidate Criteria. It mentions recommendations to be at an
institution with an NRHH Chapter, why isn’t it required if all AD-NRHHs are
required to be at an institution with an NRHH Chapter?
a.   We were open to a potential change within that section. We do see
the potential of an Advisor having to switch schools for a number of
reasons. While it may be a good idea to have an NRHH Chapter at the
school, we value having NRHH experience.
b.   Advisors are Professional level positions and are looking at what
schools can provide with livelihood and professional development
versus the establishment of the NRHH / RHA (which could be
elements of their decision but not the whole decision).
CA: Does the Bylaws mention that the NNB has to be in an institution that
has an NRHH Chapter?
a.   Based off interpretation, the NACURH NRHH Advisor would also have
to be a part of an institution that has an NRHH Chapter. The section
you are mentioning has also been directly pulled from the criteria for
NACURH Advisor.
CA: How does this align with the NACURH NRHH Strategic Plan?
a.   Keeping with transparency, the NNB has had access to the NACURH
NRHH Strategic Plan for the last couple of weeks. In terms of an
alignment, we talk about having NRHH Leadership and promoting
ethical decision making and practices. Having an Advisor is something
we recommend on a campus and regional level, we are now hoping
to have the resource available on the NACURH level as well.
b.   It also talks about the NAN role within the NACURH Executives,
defining this position more within the NACURH Executive Team. In
that sense we also talk about the NACURH NRHH Advisor in that
context. Along with that, the NACURH NRHH Advisor has the ability
to support NRHH in other ways outside of their NNB obligations. The
NACURH NRHH Strategic Plan does not necessarily outline everything
that the NACURH NRHH Advisor should be doing but it gives a
foundation and an outline for other ways to support NRHH. This also
reflects and supports the NACURH Strategic Plan.
GL: If this were to pass, then the Bylaws piece would have to be passed in
Corporate and NRHH Business?
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a.   The reason why we are bringing this piece on early in this conference
is because this is something we would do after Corporate Information
and we would entertain the piece when we are all together with all
representatives. We definitely feel that the best way to go about this
is to not have different reps voting in different locations, but to do this
in one place so we can clarify questions and concerns with all of our
representatives.
b.   Speaking from experience, the NAN position is within 3 Policy Books,
we would want to see the NACURH NRHH Advisor reflected in 3
Policy Books as well. We have to be able to present this information
to our representatives as soon as possible.
c.   If this were to be passed here, this would be released as soon as
possible and most likely on Wednesday so they have time to reflect
and review on the piece.
7.   IA: Article 4: Section 5: Duties of NACURH NRHH Advisor. Is there a reason
they are only serving the NNB compared to both Boards?
a.   This is just mirroring the NACURH Advisor and the NACURH CRC,
these two positions support the NBD (depending how you interpret it
is implied that the Advising structure supports NACURH as a whole).
b.   There is also a point that mentions they should be at both NBD and
NNB meetings so they are supportive of both groups. In addition, it
would also be impossible for an Advisor to attend everything and we
highlight that the NACURH NRHH Advisor is focused on the NNB but
can also support the entirety of NACURH with both Boards. The first
responsibility is to the NNB.
8.   NSRO: We are just wondering if you can discuss with the NACURH Advisor
advising the NAN, the NBD, and the NNB?
a.   From 2010, it is dependent on how support the NAN needed advice
and how often they sought that advice. Dan has had different levels of
relationships with NANs, some years it is hands-on and some years it
is hands-off.
b.   At Semis 2015 there were significant changes to NRHH and the idea
of the NACURH NRHH Advisor position came about from the result of
those changes. Basically, there was an identified need to have an
Advisor that can support the NNB.
c.   When Dan first started, he tried being in both Boardrooms. However,
it was difficult to be in conversations in both Boardrooms at the same
time. There were then conversations of if the CRC can be in one room
and if the NACURH Advisor can be in the other room but there were
also issues that came up that required the CRC to be at the main
Boardroom in order to troubleshoot conference inquiries. Behind
closed doors, there are more conversations that happen between the
NACURH Advisor and the NAN compared to business with the Boards
(NBD / NNB). Additionally, the NNB has also grown in the past few
years, it has gone from a passive group to an active group of leaders.
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d.   In addition, it can be very hard for the NAN to stop a conversation to
ask the NACURH Advisor to assist in topics that are gaining heat
within the NRHH Business Session. The NACURH NRHH Advisor role
helps with the development of the NAN position since it has only
been around for 5-6 years. Because we are also in a Strategic Plan
year, this position helps move that momentum forward.
9.   PA: Can you speak on the financial aspects of including this position and the
financially sustainable component?
a.   So in the FY17 Budget it has been included and the budget has been
balanced. The piece also includes the NACURH NRHH Advisor to be
absorbed within the Semi Annual Conference and NACURH Annual
Conference. There is a direct revenue source for the Advisor
positions. In addition, there are numbers going down for number of
people from Offices that are attending Semis and NACURH so the
numbers will eventually balance.
10.  CA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by NE
a.   No objections.
v.   Discussion
1.   GL moves to recognize an amendment; 2nd by MA
a.   Proponent Speech on Amendment:
i.   It was brought up in Question & Answer that mentioned
“recommended” to have an NRHH Chapter, we are also
reflecting the comments that were made by the authors. In
addition, this is a two-fold compromise as far as not making it
recommended but if anything previously affiliated with a
Chapter.
b.   Question & Answer on Amendment:
i.   CA: Why do you feel that they would had to be a past member
of a NRHH Chapter versus a past Advisor to an NRHH
Chapter?
1.   A: The piece mentions having experience with Advising
an NRHH Chapter, this amendment just adds the
additional component of having NRHH experience.
ii.   NE: YIELD
iii.   PA: We wanted to get your thoughts of “must be” versus
“recommended”?
1.   A: We believe this is a compromise of having MUST BE
versus RECOMMENDED. We think it is acceptable to
have an NACURH NRHH Advisor be a past member.
iv.   CA: So you are stating that they don’t have to have an NRHH
Chapter at their institution?
1.   A: I am not saying that it is necessary for their school to
have an NRHH Chapter but if they did then it would be
helpful.
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v.   NSRO: There are conversations around professionals engaging
in NRHH, could a person working / living on campus that is
pursuing a doctoral degree be restricted for bidding to this
position?
1.   A: The NAN’s interpretation is that if they transferred
their membership from the NRHH Chapter they
graduated from, they would remain an Alumni member
until they transfer successfully and become an Active
member. For example, if a Housing Director would
want to be in there NRHH Chapter as an Active
member then they would still need to be approved by
the AD-NRHH and they would also be an Alumni
member of their old chapter. If anything, this would be
a conversation of the NNB. If they didn’t transfer their
membership it would just be an Alumni member.
2.   A: It also mentions that the candidate must be holding
5 years of professional experience at an institution
above a Hall Director role.
vi.   CA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by SW.
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion on Amendment:
i.   IA moves to caucus for nine (9) minutes; 2nd by CA.
1.   No objections
ii.   NE moves to recognize an Amendment to the Amendment;
2nd by MA.
1.   Proponent Speech on A2A:
a.   The North East feels that how the amendment
was originally written it limits current NRHH
Advisors who are not Alumni or Honorary
members to an NRHH Chapter.
2.   Question & Answer on A2A:
a.   IA: We were wondering if there are any specific
reason to having a “current NRHH Advisor”
versus an “Advisor that has NRHH Advising
experience for more than one year.”?
i.   We feel that those NRHH Advisors
would have been inducted to their
NRHH Chapters already.
b.   CA: YIELD
c.   GL moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by
CA.
i.   No objections
3.   Discussion on A2A:
a.   GL: We feel that this would be better for this
amendment to be placed in another portion of
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the piece and it could cause confusion when
reading the piece as a whole.
b.   CA: We feel that we are heading down a right
path but we do echo the sentiments of IACURH
in terms of an Advisor that has an Advisor to
have NRHH advising experience. It is not always
common that those Advisors would be inducted
as honorary members.
c.   SW: We echo the sentiments of the CA, we
have had NRHH Advisors that are not current
Advisors but were qualified for the role.
d.   IA: Echo the sentiments of CA and SW.
e.   MA: The “Current NRHH Advisor” point helps
makes this more clear in terms of who is more
qualified for this position.
f.   PA: YIELD
g.   NE: We feel that this does not contradict the
fifth point because it gives it as an option, it just
adds to options for the requirement.
h.   GL Calls to Question
i.   No objections
4.   Vote on A2A:
a.   2-6-0, Amendment to Amendment Fails
iii.   CA moves to recognize an Amendment to the Amendment;
2nd by NE.
1.   Proponent Speech on A2A:
a.   We feel that after the discussion from the prior
Amendment to the Amendment we do value
their experience of advising NRHH Chapters
that are not just current but to extend this to
individuals that have had past NRHH advising
experience.
2.   Question & Answer on A2A:
a.   GL moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by
CA
i.   No objections
3.   Discussion on A2A:
a.   PA: We see that this Amendment to the
Amendment is similar to a point that already
exists.
b.   GL: We echo the Pacific, we do still see that this
should go into another piece of the legislation.
It makes point number 2 more confusing and
contradicts what the original amendment is
trying to change.
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c.   CA: We should be talking about point number 2
and not point number 5. If there is a concern
then that should be discussed later on.
d.   SW: We don’t think this contradicts point
number 5, it gives clarification on the criteria.
e.   IA: This point is necessary in this exact location
because if it goes into another location then it
would make criteria more confusing.
f.   NSRO: This amendment belongs to this
location, this states that they have had
experience with advising NRHH versus having
current experience with NRHH.
g.   CA moves to exhaust the Speaker’s List; 2nd by
MA.
i.   No objections.
h.   PA: We feel that the Amendment to the
Amendment is redundant to point 5, but the
Pacific is not saying that the original
amendment in red is invalid. We are in support
of the original amendment but not the
amendment to the amendment.
i.   IA: YIELD
4.   Vote on A2A:
a.   7-1-0; Amendment to the Amendment Carries
iv.   CA Calls to Question
1.   Objection by IA
2.   Withdrawn by CA
v.   Chair: The point of discussion is to discuss the piece as a
whole versus just going into Amendments from the get go.
vi.   IA moves to recognize an Amendment to the Amendment;
2nd by CA.
1.   Proponent Speech for A2A:
a.   We feel that for this position that the NACURH
NRHH Advisor should be held to the same
standard as the NAN. Even if the person is
considering moving to another institution, that
person should be looking at a school that has
an NRHH Chapter or with the criteria mentioned
in the Policy Book. It is necessary that the
NACURH NRHH Advisor goes to a school with a
NRHH Chapter.
2.   Question & Answer for A2A:
a.   CA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by
NE.
i.   No objections
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3.   Discussion for A2A:
a.   NSRO: We are not in support of this
amendment. We feel that the Advisor’s position
should not be contingent on the existence of an
NRHH, if their institution is continuing their
interactions with NRHH it should be considered.
b.   CA Calls to Question
i.   No objections
4.   Vote:
a.   7-1-0; Amendment to the Amendment Carries
vii.   SW Calls to Question on Amendment
1.   No objections
d.   Vote
i.   7-1-0
2.   SW Calls to Question on 16-69
a.   Objection by NIC
b.   Vote on Call to Question:
i.   3-5-0; Call to Question Carries
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries
13.  Recess
a.   SW moves to recess for five (5) minutes; 2nd by NIC
i.   No objections
14.  Legislation
a.   NBD 16-70
i.   SA moves to bring NBD 16-70 to the floor; seconded by NE
1.   No objections
ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This is the final piece in the advisor restructure package. With this piece that
we recognize that there are several initiatives that the Executives are
obligated to ensuring that they happen. In policy, it wasn’t really clear in
terms of assigning functional areas that need attention within the NACURH
Advisor roles. Basically, we added specific areas to certain advisor roles that
are obligating these NACURH Advisors to focus on these functional areas.
a.   NACURH CRC: NACURH Program of the Year
b.   NACURH NRHH Advisor: Advisor Resource Training (ART)
c.   NACURH Advisor: Advancement Society
2.   For the next Executive Team we would want them to further support structure
and support that these individuals are doing oversight for these initiatives.
iv.   Q&A
1.   PA: Can you elaborate on why the NACURH CRC is the one overseeing the
NACURH Program of the Year?
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a.   This individual has done the coordination of POY with ACUHO-I and
the winning member school, it has just been done in the past. POY
has been under the CRC position for a while, the intention was to just
finalize that point person from NACURH to ACUHO-I.
2.   CA: Is there any reason behind why the NACURH NRHH Advisor was given
ART and the NACURH Advisor was given the Advancement Society?
a.   The NACURH Advisor is already coordinating the Advancement
Society process. For us, it didn’t make sense to move this to the
NACURH NRHH Advisor position. ART didn’t have anyone focusing
on it so the NACURH NRHH Advisor has the opportunity to oversee
that process.
b.   Another portion of the NACURH Advisor position is to be overseeing
the financial aspects of NACURH, this also helps the NACURH Advisor
transition the NAF.
3.   GL moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by CA.
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   CA moves to recognize an amendment; 2nd by GL
a.   Proponent Speech:
i.   We feel that including these specific words to allow for
flexibility.
b.   Question & Answer on Amendment:
i.   PA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by MA
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion on Amendment:
i.   PA Calls to Question
1.   No objections
d.   Vote:
i.   7-1-0; Amendment Carries
2.   IA Calls to Question
a.   No objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries
15.  Executive Election Expectations
a.   Chairperson
b.   NACURH Associate for Administration
c.   NACURH Associate for Finance
d.   NACURH Associate for NRHH
16.  Recess
a.   SW moves to recess until Tuesday at 8:00 AM; seconded by the NSRO
i.   No objections
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TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 2016
1.   Call to order at 8:04 AM
2.   Roll Call
3.   Chairperson Elections
a.   Nominations
i.   CA nominates Shannon Mulqueen; seconded by NE
ii.   SA moves to close nominations; seconded SW
1.   No objections
b.   Presentation by Shannon Mulqueen
i.   Q&A
1.   GL: As you know, GLACURH will have an unusual way of hosting a conference
in November?
a.   For your mutual host site conference, a lot of what I can provide is
working closely with the CRC to ensure policies are followed, but also
providing support in areas of scheduling since it will be a different
process. Ensuring liability conversations are discussed in advance to
make sure that people understand what that will look like in practice.
It’s an opportunity to explore the idea of mutual host sites.
2.   PA: How do you plan on being transparent and take feedback from the
Regional Directors and the overall Boards?
a.   As Director this year, one of our main pushes was moving towards
more transparency and clear communication. A lot of that comes from
quick communication - needs to be timely and have a rationale
behind it. It’s important to helping those receiving the information to
understand the hwy. I plan on doing effective and frequent
communication. Regarding feedback, in IA we did a mid year
evaluation which has helped us to grow as leaders and a region. I’d
love to do something similar on the NACURH level. I would also like
to provide a space for people to feel able to meet with me to ask any
questions they would like.
3.   MA: We were wondering if you had a superpower and you could change
anything about NACURH, what would you change and why?
a.   I think I would change the services we provide to member schools. It
can be difficult when we are preparing our boards to provide services.
We need more direct transparency.
4.   CA: We are wondering if you could go back to give one advice to incoming
Directors, what would that be?
a.   Everything happens for a reason - you need to be prepared to accept
what is coming, accept it with a good attitude, and move forward
from there.
5.   NE: We would like for you to expand on what implementation of NACURHWide Training would look like?
a.   What I’m hoping is that it would be a date in the Summer, set at
Semis so individuals bidding know that it is an expectation of them to
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attend. I would like to host it at the NACURH Corporate Office and it
would be like a mini leadership conference, focusing on both
transition and leadership development. I envision seeing this take the
place of transition retreats that regions already implement
6.   CA: How do you plan on supporting the NAN with the NACURH NRHH
Strategic Plan?
a.   NRHH Strategic Plan is a huge undertaking - I plan to support the
person by giving them the freedom to do what they believe needs to
be done to move the Honorary forward. Assisting them in
accomplishing those goals is important and providing them a platform
to be able to affect change.
7.   PA: How do you practice self-care and how do you encourage self-care within
the NBD?
a.   I’m a swimmer! I also dedicate a lot of time on Sundays to myself.
With the NBD I would encourage self-care with how we plan for
boardroom. There needs to be a culture shift was also balancing
practicality
8.   SW: With the NACURH-Wide Transition Retreat, the Southwest uses the
summer for conference host site visiting, how would you explain the cost and
expectation for regions that are obligated to events for the summer?
a.   I would encourage these individuals to send a smaller group to do a
host site visit so that the cost is reduced on that end. The ability to be
with your entire board is beneficial and to find other opportunities to
bring NACURH’s leadership together will help in the long run especially for COs
9.   MA: During your comments about supporting the NBD and their regions,
could you provide an example of how you would support them?
a.   This past year I attended GL and SA for swaps - there were different
priorities placed in both boardrooms - those rooms are made up with
different people with different responsibilities. It’s important for the
Chair to learn about the regional identity of each region to help
support them.
10.  NIC: You mention branding NACURH as a corporation than an organization,
what does that look like to you?
a.   It looks like a continuation of what we are doing now - we have seen
everything in NACURH become more standardized. When we are
portraying ourselves to our corporate partners, it’s important for us to
represent the corporation.
11.  NE: How do you feel about adjusting to your new responsibilities at your new
school and this new position?
a.   That will be a new challenge - I have spoken to past individuals who
have done this. They focus on balancing their time and have been
successful. One of the nice things about having an assistantship
outside of housing is that I will not be on duty.
12.  PA: What do you feel is the value of NACURH to the student?
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a.   NACURH gives students a place to develop their own voice and
equipping them with the tools to do so.
13.  SA: You mentioned a lot about furthering training throughout the year, can
you expand on this goal?
a.   It would be more focused on “I struggled in these areas with these
skills and I want to do better.” Another piece of it is not being afraid
to admit where you need help. Also, increasing virtual trainings.
14.  NE: Moving back to the NACURH-Wide Transition and your hope of it being
a In-Person transition. What would be your approach to majority of RBD not
being able to attend?
a.   If a large majority couldn’t attend, I think we would look at the fiscal
responsibility to have one.
15.  MA: Can you talk about your plans in making sure we have an inclusive
leadership structure within NACURH?
a.   I think it comes with transparency - we need to make sure our
decisions are clear. Inclusivity relates to ensuring everyone gets the
same information. We need to make sure that what we do is
accessible to all members.
16.  NSRO: Can you expand on the goal that the offices play in the future,
specifically with the vision of this transition?
a.   I see the office as the service center of NACURH. The current role of
the offices is understated. Moving forward we need to push that role
and do it more effectively - it’s not just something accessible to voting
reps, but to all members. In this room, that office has the voice to
speak
17.  CA: What are ways that you plan on keeping NACURH fun and exciting for
the upcoming year?
a.   I think we have a good thing going with the Leadership Cup promoting relational development and friendly competition is a good
thing. A healthy combination is the goal.
18.  NAF: How do you plan on working with the NAF to hold each other
accountable and making sure the financial stability of NACURH is sound and
structured?
a.   Working with the NAF is similar to working with the ADBA - the Chair
needs to understand the budget and have a sense to ask questions
when questions are needed. Understanding the broad picture is more
important than knowing the details.
19.  NE: Going off the previous question, with an NAF vacancy, how would you
approach this in terms of filling the vacancy?
a.   I plan to move forward with filling the position. I would like to work
with the current NAF to provide support to the board in that way.
20.  PA: What are obstacles you see with the second year of the NACURH
Strategic Plan?
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a.   Corporate Office is the biggest focus. We need to ensure we aren’t
compounding things that have already been completed and sustain
those items.
21.  CA: You spoke about Task Forces within your presentation, can you expand
on what Task Forces you want to see?
a.   I want to revisit the ones we have in policy. The NRHH arm is going to
need support - it will be important to work with the NAN to help to
develop those. Task Forces are meant to strengthen areas where we
are not being effective. By focusing on the strengths and passions of
our leadership, we will be able to tap into being effective.
22.  SA: You talked a lot about member recruitment, but in your bid you talked
about regional recruitment, can you talk about the distinction between both?
a.   For member recruitment, that’s more on the member institution level.
With regional recruitment, it’s about communicating the benefits of
affiliating and the services we provide
23.  SW: For the NACURH-Wide Transition Meeting you mentioned that the date
will be set at Semis, what are your plans to make sure there is a
comprehensive transition process for this year’s 2016 - 2017 Incoming NBD /
NNB?
a.   We don’t have great transition requirements as it is - if it’s not going
to be feasible to do a NACURH-wide retreat, then I envision us setting
better standards for transition by which all regions must follow.
24.  NE: You talk about moving forward as branding ourselves as a Corporation,
we would like the North East to expand on what “One NACURH” means to
you?
a.   One NACURH means that our services are the same; we are going to
provide one outcome.
25.  NE: How do you plan on using the strengths of the NACURH Executive
Committee to the benefit of NACURH?
a.   This past year I served on the Policy Task Force. I was able to see
NACURH from that perspective. There are other areas where I’m not
as comfortable, but it’s important to provide the space for individuals
who do have those strengths to do that.
26.  SA: We talk a lot about the NACURH Strategic Plan and switching towards
the Corporate Office, what is the top priority within your opinion?
a.   Implementation of the regional strategic plan.
27.  GL: How do you see yourself on the topic of making decisions on behalf of
the NACURH Executive Committee?
a.   The greater the reach of the decision, the better the outcome.
28.  CA moves to exhaust the Speaker’s List; 2nd by SA.
a.   No objections
29.  PA: The times for the Task Forces don’t really work with Quarter Systems so
those students and schools feel more able to engage?
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a.   The taskforce timeline is just a draft right now - I would focus on
working with Directors in regions with quarter schools to be able to
better understand what the timeline could look like for them.
30.  NE: We would like to know what you want your legacy as the NACURH
Chairperson?
a.   I would like to see our vision of a corporation solidified and our
impact on students manifested.
ii.   Pro/Con
c.   Discussion
i.   GL: We feel as though Shannon Mulqueen possesses the understanding and vision
of NACURH that we would expect of the NACURH Chair. She had a vision and gave
specific details of how she would implement her vision. She even provided potential
marketing plans, which shows the thought she has put into making this commitment.
She provided details of timelines, which will allow her to accomplish these goals
while working on the logistics of her larger goals, and the obstacles that inevitably
come up in the course of a year. She stressed support and then gave detailed
descriptions of how she has been able to provide support in her roles in the past.
She has served as a NCC, President, CO, and Director, which gives her a good
picture and understanding of what each individual experiences in a year. It is with
great confidence that the Great Lakes supports Shannon Mulqueen in her bid for
NACURH Chairperson.
ii.   SA: We feel that Shannon has exhibited passion over the past four years, shows
understanding of the NACURH Strategic Plan, she is trying to push the corporation
forward to the best it could be.
iii.   PA: We support Shannon. We would also like to charge her to think of specific, small
pieces of these goals since they are vague. We would like to see benchmarks. We
appreciate her commitment to feedback. We like her ideas of bringing NACURH
under the One NACURH brand that has been established.
iv.   MA: We appreciate her approach to individualized support and understanding
regional identity and the fact that she has presented very realistic goals for all of
NACURH to buy into.
v.   CA: When speaking about the Transition Retreat she demonstrated not only the why
but the how. She has demonstrated her commitment to continuing to growth of
herself and plans to push herself to understanding areas where she may not be as
strong. Overall, we believe she will be successful in the role and continue to push
NACURH forward
vi.   PA: We would just like to highlight one specific part of her bid. We like that she will
ensure programming is improved across NACURH. We would like to see more
specific goals.
vii.   SW: Echoes the sentiments of the room. We also appreciate her realistic assessment
of where NACURH is, where we need to go.
viii.   SA: We feel that Shannon has obviously done her research, has attended swaps, and
knows where this corporation is going
ix.   GL moves to end Discussion; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
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4.  

5.  
6.  
7.  

d.   Vote
i.   Shannon Mulqueen has been elected the 2016-2017 NACURH Chairperson.
Recess
a.   SA moves to recess for fifteen (15) minutes; seconded by CA
i.   No objections
Call to order 9:15 AM
Roll Call
NAA Elections
a.   Nominations
i.   NE nominates Ethan Schwarten; seconded by SW
ii.   MA moves to close nominations; seconded by PA
b.   Presentation by Ethan Schwarten
i.   Q&A
1.   SW: In your presentation there was a slide that talked about Committees and
Task Forces. Are you keeping the Task Force model or going back to
Committees?
a.   It all depends. I would like to keep the Task Force model. NACURH U
has a committee associated with that. It will depend on the task at
hand.
2.   GL: You mentioned goals for CO, what would you do to improve what the
current NAA has done with their CO development?
a.   We need to continue to strive to improve communication - before,
during, and after conferences is important. Keeping the COs engaged
is important.
3.   CA: For regions that view their Conference Chairs as COs, how would you
support them in their positions?
a.   Working with them to see what kind of support they need in order to
help them be successful. Too many times things are perceived the
same and we need to promote consistency among all COs.
4.   NSRO: How do you plan to support the CO for Resource Development
(position in combined office), in implementing the LEAD Program?
a.   The LEAD program is a great initiative and an opportunity to provide
to our members. I would work with them to increase the accessibility
and reach of the program to make sure that it is as successful as it can
be.
5.   IA: You spoke about Committees and Task Forces, we just wanted to know
the difference between the Catalyst model that is in place compared to
Committees / Task Forces?
a.   The current catalyst model is great because it focuses on what
positions they are in and how they can connect with others in those
positions. Task forces and committees would connect people who are
passionate about the same topics who hold differing positions.
6.   NIC: Having transitioned to the NIC Director position mid-year, what is the
advice / support you would give to COs that are transitioning at the
beginning or transitioning mid-year?
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a.   Mostly the support I would give them is coming from a place of the
same situation. I would ask them what they need from me, want them
to make sure that they are excited about their position. Meet with
them in a 1:1 setting in order to on-board them.
7.   PA: With how many COs that NACURH has, how would you provide that
individual support for each position?
a.   In my bid I have outlined time management. I want to individualize
the experience in order to keep them engaged. Making sure to
meeting with them consistently - bi-weekly chats will help with that.
8.   SW: How are you planning to continue the work that the current NAA is
doing with the Link?
a.   That goes along with the line of the corporate branding. I would focus
on finding new ways to expand opportunities to members to be able
to submit content in order to reflect the cool things our corporation as
a whole is doing.
9.   SA: Coming from an office background, how are you going to work with
Regional COs since they are not all on the same campus?
a.   I think that goes with 1:1s - want to create something that is
specifically just for them.
10.  CA: How do you feel your work with the NIC translates to the role of NAA?
a.   A lot of the projects I’ve worked on is website management. The NAA
provides a lot of support with branding, social media, documents, and
website development as well. I believe that I could bring that
experience to this role.
11.  NSRO: Can you expand on your goals to support and improve NACURH-U
and the NACURH-U Committee?
a.   NACURH U is a great committee - a lot of NACURH U is based on
leadership development - we would look to do recordings of
NACURH U programs to provide those online.
12.  GL: What part of the NACURH Strategic Plan should be focused on by the
NAA for next year?
a.   Definitely the combined office taskforce. It’s really important for the
NAA to be apart of every aspect of the strategic plan so we can
continue to vision of One NACURH.
13.  PA: For COs that are participating in Catalysts is a large commitment, you
also want them to engage in Task Forces / Committees. How would you
support them in engaging within multiple of these groups?
a.   It all revolves around what they are interested in. I don’t want to
promote burnout - task forces will be optional and just be another
opportunity for COs to be involved in.
14.  MA: You mention your Strengths Quest and Myers Briggs type. What other
areas do you believe will help you translate your strengths outside of the
ones mentioned in your presentation to the NAA role?
a.   Besides MBTI, the NAA supports a lot of people in their role. This
individual needs to be able to motivate people.
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15.  SW: How do you ensure timely communication when you have the Boards
asking you questions, COs asking you questions, and random member
schools asking you questions?
a.   It’s mostly time management - making sure to balance everything.
Prioritizing things is important to ensuring effective time management,
but also willing to be available and making sure people know when I
am available.
16.  NE: You mentioned a lot about resources that you would help with COs when
it comes to branding and understanding the corporation?
a.   One of them is the cross-regional projects; looking at the ideas one
region has and facilitating support to help those ideas become
actionable items. Catalyst opportunities as well. And to continue to
develop our corporate brand.
17.  CA: What specific ways do you manage self-care and academic obligations?
What ways do you specifically find time for self-care?
a.   Self-care is a big part of it. You need to make sure to take time for
yourself. NACURH is a passion of mine and something I commit
myself to. I make sure to get enough sleep every night, make a
timeline for items that I want to accomplish this week.
18.  SA: Do you have a way to hold COs accountable to their positions and the
work that they do in a Task Force?
a.   Making sure COs submit regular updates on their taskforces and what
they are accomplishing. Both as individuals and as a whole group, it’s
important to follow up with students and make sure I hold them to the
expectations we set and the responsibilities outlined in policy.
19.  NE: How are you feeling with moving into this position and managing Social
Media and the Website?
a.   From an office perspective, that was a lot of my job over the last year.
I believe I would be able to effectively manage these platforms and
find new and innovative ways to connect members with that
information.
20.  CA: How do you plan on supporting the transition of COs since there are
higher turnovers with the CO position?
a.   The creation of transition guides; working with them individually to
help them transition into their role.
21.  PA: What service does NACURH provide that is the most valuable to
students?
a.   How we can continue to promote the spirit of NACURH across the
corporation. It’s something that ties everyone together – that
engagement leads to being able to build connections and create a
network where students share information with one another.
22.  NIC: As NAA, how would you support Shannon Mulqueen?
a.   Making sure to ask them what they need and ensure they are
following through with self-care.
23.  PA: How does being elected to NAA support your career plans?
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a.   I am going down a medical route - the NAA leads a lot of people in
their positon and I can see that being beneficial to me in my future
career in leading people.
24.  IA: Can you speak to your experience with assessment?
a.   Assessment is a big thing in the NIC; I would take the experiences I’ve
had in evaluating our processes in the NIC and implement them on
the NACURH-level.
25.  GL: How will you help COs feel a part of the NACURH Leadership?
a.   I think when it comes to a lot of COs it feels like the Directorship is
more focused on the decisions and administrative tasks - I want them
to feel included in those conversations.
26.  GL: How will you bridge the communication between what the COs are
doing on a NACURH level and the RBD level?
a.   Communication comes down to how you can be an advocate for COs
on the NACURH level - wanting to include them in the conversation is
important.
27.  MA: You have many broad goals in your presentation and bid, can you
expand on why they are broad and not specific?
a.   There are different ways to accomplish goals - working to look at what
steps need to be taken for the goals to be accomplished prior to
enacting those steps is important.
28.  NE: How do you feel about your knowledge base of the NACURH Policy?
a.   I have spent much time in the NACURH policy book. I want to focus
on how the boards and our leadership understand the policy book
and continue to educate them.
29.  SA: You mentioned a couple times of regular communication and updates on
items, would there be another way for COs to submit updates or would they
have to rely on the chat?
a.   They can be submitted online as well - the idea would be to have an
open forum.
30.  CA: How would you make sure that fun and excitement is maintained within
the Boards?
a.   Implementing fun questions during the time we are together to help
people get to know each other. We are very business-oriented and
our time together is important to building and maintaining
relationships.
31.  PA: How do you support COs that have very specific roles in regions?
a.   Providing specific support for that person is key to ensuring they have
the tools to be successful in their position
32.  NAA: The NAA is responsible for supporting a lot of entities within NACURH,
in your experiences what does this support look like for you and what would
you do differently?
a.   It’s important to make sure that you reach out to people who are
responsible in other areas. I think it helps to have a good
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understanding of where people are coming from so I can know how to
best support them and help them with where they want to go.
33.  IA: Prior to conferences, how do you plan on preparing for the administrative
duties that these events call for?
a.   The main thing is to ensure that all tasks are at a place they can be
postponed during busier times in the year. Understanding our
timeline as a corporation and focusing efforts during times where
there is less going on so people can focus on associated tasks. Having
a grounding in policy is also helpful when establishing and holding
others accountable to deadlines.
34.  CA: The NAA is responsible for development and training for the COs. What
is your idea outside of being goal-oriented for the training of these positions?
a.   That comes down to understanding what they hope to get out of their
position and how the NAA could equip them with the tools to be
successful. My training will provide information on what they can
expect in their role and what support they need.
35.  CA: How would you further support those that are looking for more engaged
leadership after their terms?
a.   If they are looking for a future leadership position, having
conversations to help them get to that point. An individualized
approach is important because what everyone wants to get out of this
experience looks different.
36.  SA: How do you plan on holding Regional Directors accountable to the
responsibilities that require them to support the CO position?
a.   A lot of it is open communication with that Regional Director and
having an understanding of what assistance they could provide.
37.  CA: What do you see as the most important aspect in NACURH Policy that
needs attention, whether that is general policy or policy relating to COs?
a.   A lot of them are derived from the Strategic Plan including the office
piece. Now with regional strategic plans being put in motion, there is
an opportunity to see how that will inform NACURH policy.
38.  PA moves to exhaust the Speaker’s List; seconded by IA.
a.   No objections
39.  NAN: There have been significant changes to NACURH Branding and
Strategic Plans. What would you do to further support the NACURH NRHH
Strategic Plan and their branding?
a.   One of the first things is to look at the NRHH Strategic Plan and
seeing what the NAN’s vision is for NRHH’s branding and seeing how
that fits into One NACURH. From there, I think it’s working with the
NAN to determine how the NAA could be helpful in the plan’s
execution and help to align NRHH’s brand with the established brand
of NACURH.
40.  MA: If you had a superpower could you tell us of what you would change
about NACURH and why?
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a.   More involvement from our member schools - being able to work with
them more on a school level and provide them with support and
resources to continue their growth. Working with our COs to make
sure they feel supported.
41.  GL: How do you see COs working with NRHH and how would you support
them in those roles?
a.   Our NRHH-specific COs provide a lot of support to AD-NRHHs - it’s
important to understand their goals and what specifically they are
working on and connecting them to opportunities that allow them to
accomplish that.
42.  NE: With how closely the NAA works with the branding of the corporation,
what does “One NACURH” mean to you?
a.   Even though we all represent different entities what we do needs to
be consistent and communicated effectively to our member
institutions.
43.  PA: How do you plan on growing the NACURH-U programs and do you have
any plans to implement this on the regional level?
a.   NACURH U is at a big place. With technological advances, there are
opportunities to grow this initiative virtually in order to increase access
to all members and not just those that attend conferences.
44.  CA: With the implementation of Zoom we have seen a new initiative with
webinars, how do you see this developing more moving forward?
a.   Continuing to develop those webinars and ensuring those are
communicated out to our members. I think an opportunity is to focus
webinars on positions, class years, and topics of interest.
45.  SA: When it comes to the CO Committee / Task Forces / Catalysts, how will
you ensure that the Regional Directors can support their COs in being
productive in any of these three types of groups?
a.   A lot of it will come down to getting those updates - working with the
Director to communicate those is important.
46.  SW: What is one area of growth that you see yourself improving upon if you
were to move from the NIC Director to the NAA role?
a.   Learning more about what it means to serve on the NACURH
Executive Committee and the nuances of those processes. It’s a
different side of NACURH and with it comes a different lens by which
you see the corporation operate. I think that will inform my growth
and development as a leader and the importance of looking at
processes from different perspectives and the impact of decisions.
47.  CA: What is one piece of advise that you would give to incoming COs that
would help them transition into this type of position?
a.   Whatever you do, make sure that you have love and passion behind it.
48.  NE: What would you like your legacy as NAA to be?
a.   Making sure COs feel supported in their positions - they are the future
leaders of this corporation.
49.  MA: What do you believe overall makes you most qualified for this position?
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a.   Personality wise, being able to work well with others in differing
settings - both large and small.
ii.   Pro/Con
1.   NSRO moves to end Pro/Con; seconded by MA
a.   No objections
8.   Caucus
a.   PA moves to caucus for twelve (12) minutes; seconded by CA
i.   No objections
b.   Discussion
i.   PA: We feel Ethan needs to strengthen his understanding of the role including
NACURH U, the administration aspects of the role - we feel confident that he can do
the role. He just needs a deeper understanding of the role.
ii.   NSRO: We enjoyed his focus on the growth of COs, but have some concerns with
the stress that may cause with COs - it’s a lot to put on students.
iii.   IA: We appreciate his commitment to policy. We would like to see him expand on
what it specifically looks like in practice.
iv.   NE: After a 15 min presentation and more than 30 min of Q&As we feel like we still
do not have a strong sense of concrete goals from Ethan. We are unsure of his goals
aside from having 1:1s with COs. Also, we do not feel that we have a clear
understanding of him in this position or why he wants to assume this role. We are
concerned that he will operate within the roles prescribed in policy without bringing
his own innovation/personality to the position.
v.   CA: While CA feels as though Ethan was able to speak about the position, we are
left with many unanswered questions, even when prompted for specifics we were not
given them. We wish that we were given more to work with, because at this time we
are unsure how he would complete the essential functions of the position.
vi.   SA: We have some concerns considering the bid and Q&A left some holes. We feel
that Ethan did not consider the entirety of the strategic plan, but that he understands
the general responsibilities he would be responsible for and could execute the role.
vii.   PA: We feel Ethan’s plan of supporting the COs was distilled down to 1:1s and not
much more than that. We want him to have a better understanding of what it looks
like to work with these individuals and the development that takes place on the
varying levels of their participation.
viii.   GL: At this moment, the Great Lakes does not feel comfortable awarding Ethan the
position based upon the vagueness of his answers. However, we feel there were
questions missed that could potentially, resolve some of the doubt we may have.
While he did not have an exact plan to support the various entities, other than
“frequent communication,” we did not ask how he has shown support to his staff in
the past. Again, these could be transferrable skills that were not highlighted. It could
also solidify that he does not have the skills to fulfill the support role. While it is not
ideal to move back into Q&A, there is only one candidate and we feel all resources
should be exhausted before deciding our vote.
ix.   SW: We feel the amount of vagueness left even after the bid and Q&A concerns us
because there were opportunities to show the specifics associated with that. We are
not fully confident in selecting Ethan for the role at this time.
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x.   PA: We are missing specifics on branding, NACURH U, and in general Q&A. We feel
that it would not be within our interest to vote “No Confidence”. He understands the
position, but the depth to which he understands it is concerning.
xi.   MA: There is a difference in doing the job well and just doing the job. We would like
to see more.
xii.   SA: While we feel like working with the COs is a large portion of the role, based on
his presentation and bid, it feels as those administrative tasks will fall to the way side.
xiii.   CA: We are concerned about self-care. When it comes to looking at times provided
within the bid, 38 hours is dedicated to NACURH work while only 32 hours is
dedicated to class/homework. We feel as though Ethan was given opportunities to
answer questions we had. Additionally, just because Ethan is currently the only
candidate, we should not elect someone because they are the only individual
running. Very easily, we could have someone run in an appointment process.
xiv.   NIC: The NIC feels Ethan is more than qualified for the NAA position. He has
devoted his time and energy to NACURH for over four years, in a variety of
capacities. He proved his love for this organization again when he was willing to take
the mantle of NIC Director upon himself partway through last affiliation year,
rebuilding the NACURH website from scratch, developing an entirely new affiliation
system, and helping to standardize our websites and emails.
1.   Point of Order – outside information regarding information that was not
stated in his bid.
2.   NIC: Ethan will give every iota of energy he possesses to the betterment of
an organization for which he clearly possesses a deep love. What more could
we ask for in a NAA?
xv.   PA: We feel that Ethan is qualified, but did not show that he understands the NAA
role. He did not address the entirety of the NAA role.
xvi.   SA: We would like to highlight that during his time commitments, he hasn’t factored
in sleep. We do not want someone to get burnt out.
xvii.   CA calls the questions; SA objects
1.   Not withdrawn
2.   Vote on the objection
a.   5-3-0; objection carries
xviii.   CA moves to exhaust the speaker’s list with additions; seconded by NE
1.   No objections
xix.   NSRO: We feel like Ethan is qualified. In the second year of our strategic plan, we
need the NAA to be an above and beyond candidate to not only continue to grow
the organization, but provide support in the midst of an undertaking as large as the
office restructure.
xx.   NE: While there are many concerns being presented, the North East does recognize
that personal growth does occur over time. However, we feel that it is important for
everyone to consider how much of a need for growth becomes detrimental to the
organization.
xxi.   SA: While Ethan has significant office experience, he has had much experience with
NACURH task forces as well - that qualifies him.
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xxii.   GL: From Ethan’s presentation and his bid, he has the experience to execute the
responsibilities, but has not shown how to push beyond that.
xxiii.   PA: We have serious concerns about his innovation with the role, but our concerns
are not great enough to be comfortable with a “No Confidence” vote.
c.   Vote
i.   The vote is inconclusive. Nominations will be opened following the close of the
election cycle.
9.   Recess
a.   CA moves to recess until 1:30 PM; seconded by NIC
i.   No objections
10.  Call to order at 2:10 PM
11.  Roll Call
12.  NAN Elections
a.   Nominations
i.   CA moves to nominate Aaron Ringsby; seconded by PA
ii.   NIC moves to close nominations; seconded by SW
b.   Presentation by Aaron Ringsby
i.   Q&A
1.   CA: As a region with our Regional Strategic Plan calling for a Regional NRHH
Strategic Plan, how would you support the AD-NRHHs prepare for this
transition?
a.   I would check in with you to make sure that items are discussed and
understood for the Regional NRHH Strategic Plan.
2.   SW: How familiar are you with the current task forces?
a.   OTM Database and membership statuses are two areas where I think
the task forces will grow. Using people’s passions help to get the work
done. I would be open to creating more task forces.
3.   PA: How do you plan to dedicate time to the NAN position with your
accelerated program?
a.   Time-management; I use a bullet journal for everything I need to get
done. All four years of my education I have been working 20-30 hours
a week. Next year, since I will be transitioning, I will only be doing
NAN and taking time for myself.
4.   GL: How do you plan on getting Chapters on board with standardizing the
honorary?
a.   Using data to show Chapters what they should be changing - it’s
important to have those relationships to have those conversations and
recognize where those conversations are needed.
5.   CA: What ways would you encourage people to have fun within the NNB?
a.   Making sure the space is a fun, inclusive, and welcoming environment
- that’s when the best work happens. Creating that space is important.
Friendly competition and recognition.
6.   SW: With the potential shift with member types, what were your thoughts in
educating the Chapters? (Avoiding the Pillars to Value transition
conversation).
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a.   Being sure they are fully cognizant of everything. I would accomplish
this through my monthly newsletters. Additionally, using time during
the Exec Presentation at regional conferences to communicate that
information. Assessing the experience of the Chapters through this
transition is important.
7.   GL: How do you support your NRHH Reps now and how would this translate
to the NAN position?
a.   Currently I use a monthly report process - if there is anything there
that I need to follow-up on, I do. I have a Facebook group where they
are able to post about what they are doing in their chapters.
8.   NSRO: Do you ultimately see the CO NRHH position a permanent position
through legislation?
a.   It’s possible; I don’t want to assign a permanent yes or no - if there is
a need, yes I would advocate for that.
9.   PA: What metrics are you going to use to determine the success of the NRHH
Chapters?
a.   A lot of feedback - after this process takes place and seeing best
practices and the percentages of what chapters are following them
would be the way. Constant and consistent feedback will also be
used.
10.  CA: In the Central Atlantic we try to make a cohesive relationship between
RHA and NRHH, how would you further these types of initiatives with regions
as NAN?
a.   Since there is not an RHA equivalent position, it would be beneficial
for me to work with the AD-NRHHs to encourage that collaboration.
On the NACURH level, we can work to develop resources that
promote that collaboration.
11.  NIC: What areas would you see standardized within NRHH?
a.   More programming as well as supporting the Values. How are we
programming around recognition? How are we programming around
service? Who are they programming for? Etc.
12.  NE: In your bid you discuss the service learning model; can you expand on
this more?
a.   Service learning model is a way to help support our service value incorporate education on why you are doing the service, active service
and a community (although passive service programs have a place),
reflecting on your service and how that impacts future service.
Research shows that students who participate in service tend to
continue to participate in such service.
13.  CA: You said that one of your goals is to lay down groundwork for Chapter
standardization, how would you do this?
a.   That’s mostly going to be compiling the data in a way that people
understand it. It will be important to have conversations with the ADNRHHs to start thinking about it. Letting chapters know that this is
coming will be helpful.
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14.  MA: How do you plan to empower Chapters to fill out your assessment?
a.   That’s more of a Chapter Census which would be required to
complete for affiliation. The other assessments would be more
voluntary - we will focus on promotion on both the regional and
NACURH-levels.
15.  CA: We are a region that has a CO that works with the NRHH, how would you
support the COs that work beside the AD-NRHHs?
a.   I would work in tandem with the NAA to see how to best support
those COs - advertising taskforces and giving opportunities to serve
on those as well as connecting in a 1:1 setting.
16.  PA: What is something that you have learned within the two years of the ADNRHH position that would help you with the NAN position?
a.   Rolling with the punches - when something happens, figuring out
what you are going to do about it in order to move forward and
determine how to best support the people involved.
17.  CA: In your two years of the AD-NRHH, what is one piece of advice that you
would give to incoming AD-NRHHs?
a.   Give yourself to NRHH and NRHH will give itself to you - this Honorary
has became a part of who I am - it’s been a huge part of shaping me
into who I am today.
18.  GL: Without the data from assessment, what should NRHH Chapters be
doing when it comes to standardizing their practices?
a.   Our Chapter should be programming for their members rather than
their entire residential communities. They should focus their efforts on
sewing into the members they have.
19.  NIC: What do you have planned in terms of serving the leadership aspects /
components of NRHH?
a.   I think Zoom chats would be a great way to develop leadership.
Conversations about what works best for you. Providing support and
resources on how to grow their Chapters
20.  NE: How would you help AD-NRHHs with the affiliation process and making it
a smoother process?
a.   I would have a recorded Zoom chat about the affiliations process what things they should be looking for, the process, etc. I would also
include specific questions in monthly reports to ensure that I am
addressing issues that come up.
21.  CA: Recognizing that membership statuses are a hot mess express, how do
you plan to engage and support the Alumni members of NRHH so they are
still involved with NRHH?
a.   I feel like alumni provide a lot of perspective and it’s an opportunity to
provide networking, professional development, and membership for
current members.
22.  PA: What service do you believe that NRHH provides that gives back most to
members within NACURH?
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a.   I believe that active service and service learning is the number one - it
provides a social justice component, which is value we have in
NACURH. If you are engaging in active service, you are making
meaning of the experience.
23.  NIC: Something that we discussed on the NNB is that the NRHH Reps are
confused sometimes in Regional Boardroom or just dissatisfied, how would
you address these conflicts / confusions?
a.   That plays into our strategic plan. We will look at regional best
practices with NRHH and help to determine what those
standardizations across all regions should be.
24.  GL moves to exhaust the Speaker’s List; 2nd by CA.
a.   No objections
25.  PA: Do you have any specific plans for NNB special projects?
a.   At the moment, no. The things I want to do are incorporated into my
platform. I want to open it up to the incoming NNB to tailor the
projects around what they are passionate about and where their
strengths lie.
26.  NIC: Are there any areas that are untouchable in terms of standardization?
a.   It’s mostly going to be who are you programming for? What role do
you play in your University. It’s not really going to be about the
Executive Board structure since Chapters have a developed identity not every Chapter will be able to support their membership with
higher or lower numbers.
27.  CA: What do you want your legacy as NAN to be?
a.   I want to leave the Honorary in a better place than where it’s at. I want
to lay the groundwork to build the Honorary for the future.
28.  NAN: As you know the NACURH NRHH Strategic Plan is now in motion,
coming into this role you will need to set priorities for this plan. Would you
explain the most important thing that you would to accomplish within the
NACURH NRHH Strategic Plan and why it is that number one thing?
a.   I would say re-doing membership statuses - those have a big impact
on our Chapters and Chapter members. There are a lot of holes we’ve
found in policy because of the statuses. I feel like bringing clarity to
that would fix a lot.
ii.   Pro/Con
c.   Discussion
i.   CA: CAACURH feels that Aaron has demonstrated a sound understanding of where
the Honorary currently is and where it could go moving forward. We agree with
educating ourselves with where Chapters are at, but will admit we have concerns
with his approach to assessment and standardization. We believe he will provide the
emotional support for the NNB, while also challenging them to grow and develop as
leaders. We further believe that he will greatly aid in the implementation of the
Strategic Plan, and we are glad to state that we have full confidence in Aaron to fill
this role.
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ii.   GL: The Great Lakes is in favor of Aaron as the NAN. He has the experience for the
position and has used his experience to influence his goals and vision for NRHH and
this role. He has seen what needs to be done to improve NRHH and can be a strong
guide as NRHH begins year one of its strategic plan. He has the knowledge, vision,
and motivation to lead and grow the honorary. We yield.
iii.   SA: The South Atlantic feels that Aaron is an exceptionally qualified candidate for
NAN with his two years of experience as AD-NRHH, commitment to the NRHH
strategic plan, and innovative ideas that target our challenging areas as we move the
honorary forward. We fully support Aaron as a candidate for NAN.
iv.   NE: Aaron has a clear vision for the future of the honorary. He has many clear goals
with action items for how to accomplish them. With that said we believe Aaron
would be a great choice as NAN.
v.   SW: Feels the same as everyone else. We believe Aaron is more than qualified and
will take the honorary to new heights.
vi.   SA: He understands the moving parts of NRHH and is striving to develop and
identity for the Honorary.
vii.   MA: We believe he is qualified. We think he will execute the duties of the position
and beyond and move NRHH into the future
viii.   PA: The Pacific feels that Aaron is a strong candidate and has a deep understanding
of NRHH and a clear vision for the future. We feel that he may have many and
ambitious goals that may not be completed in his term, but can set the groundwork
for future NANs. Additionally, his goals align with the strategic plan, but are also
innovative, such as his plan to include NRHH more with social media initiatives.
ix.   GL: We would like to commend Aaron on his goals and overall vision.
x.   NE: We appreciate his commitment to the NRHH affiliation process.
xi.   SA: We feel shifting to a service learning model will be more developmental for
members.
xii.   NE: Our one concern is that he will be transitioning to a new school with new roles.
We appreciated his answer on time management.
xiii.   GL calls the question; no objections
d.   Vote
i.   Aaron Ringsby has been elected the 2016-2017 NACURH Associate for NRHH
13.  NAA Elections
a.   Nominations
i.   CA moves to close nominations, seconded by PA
1.   No objections
14.  Recess
a.   SA moves to recess until 4:00 PM; seconded by the NIC
i.   No objections
15.  Call to order at 4:11 PM
16.  Roll Call
17.  Legislation
a.   NBD 16-57
i.   CA moves to bring NBD 16-57 to the floor; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
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ii.   PA moves to waive the reading; seconded by NIC
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   The process has started to this year to standardized what we call our
conferences. The Exec Team has had multiple conversations with Dan
regarding this. Since we host 17 conferences per year, we think it is best for
the future of the corporation to move to a different title that is more
professional. This will allow us to be viewed as a legitimate corporation in
working with current and future corporate partners.
iv.   Q&A
1.   CA: Was there any consideration to not including business on the spring
conferences?
a.   It goes back to the primary focus of the conferences that are hosted
during those times.
2.   SW moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
a.   CA objects
b.   Withdrawn
3.   CA: Why did you use the word Spring?
a.   The majority of conferences occur in March - we didn’t want to go the
semester route because that is not inclusive of all members.
4.   SW moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   PA moves to amend: changing Spring Business Conference to Regional
Business Conference
a.   Seconded by CA
b.   Proponent Speech
i.   This amendment was thought of because we are wanting to be
inclusive of quarter schools and could be confusing. The only
other consideration would be to see what NE would use as
their conference title so as not to confuse the two.
c.   Q&A
i.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
d.   Discussion on A1
i.   MA: Typically, we shorthand items - institutions hosting may
just shorten it anyways.
ii.   SA: Spring could also be changed to winter to allow for that
change.
iii.   CA: We feel this is a smart move - we have several schools still
on winter break when our business conference occurs
iv.   NE: Appreciates the sentiments of PA - our Fall and Spring
conferences of identical - we don’t want to send the message
that what is happening in the Spring is more important
v.   CA calls the questions; no objections
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e.   Vote
i.   7-1-0; amendment carries
2.   PA: We are trying to figure out how best to be inclusive to NE and their
regional practices; for all the other regions it makes sense to have regional
leadership and regional business separated
3.   CA: We appreciate the use of the word conference being used instead of the
word meeting - meeting assumes that it’s something quick to plan.
4.   SW: The regional business at the leadership conference typically held during
the Spring is when elections take place which is important to the region and
could
5.   SW moves to caucus for five (5) minutes; seconded by CA
a.   No objections
6.   NAF: The primary functions of the region with business, election, and
budgets occur during the Business Conference. Adding the leadership helps
7.   NSRO: We would like to throw out the thought of a bi-annual leadership
conference.
8.   IA: This makes sense when all we’ve been talking about all day is a corporate
structure. It’s easy to delineate when working with sponsors.
9.   SA: We echo IA; Additionally, we recognize the concerns of NE and would
offer that maybe they add “Minis” somewhere in the title to be inclusive of
their regional identity.
10.  NE: Moves to amend: to change “add “Leadership” to “Regional Business
Conference” (i.e. “Regional Business & Leadership Conference) to "Spring
Leadership Conference" in regional governing documents, in practice, and in
publication.
a.   Seconded by CA
b.   Proponent Speech
i.   Our main concern is that this is not a concise title. We think
referring to them as Regional and Spring Leadership
Conference.
c.   Q&A
i.   SA: We are just wondering why you used Spring?
1.   Typically, our Minis conferences have occurred around
the main block of Spring break for our member schools
ii.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SW
1.   NAF objects
2.   Withdrawn
iii.   NAF: Do you think this is a little too vague and gives them the
freedom to name it whatever they want.
1.   No, that was oversight. That wasn’t our intention.
iv.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
d.   Discussion
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i.   While we appreciate the amendment, we don’t believe it
reflects the spirit of what the piece was trying to accomplish.
We believe it leaves it open.
ii.   CA: We wonder if the NE would be opposed to removing the
i.e. from the amendment to make sure it reflects the intent you
want?
1.   Chair: NE, is that friendly?
2.   NE: Yes.
iii.   IA: We want to echo GL regarding uniformity. We also want to
emphasize the business that does occur during that
conference.
iv.   CA: Although we are moving toward One NACURH, we
recognize the importance of upholding regional identity. The
NE should be the only one that this impacts and we should be
comfortable with allowing them to retain this identity.
v.   SW: We echo GL and IA - taking the business portion out
negates the business that occurs during this time. We believe
we need to get into formation. While respecting regional
identity, I think there are better ways to honor that identity that
is not included in the title of the conferences we host.
vi.   PA: While One NACURH is important, there is currently a Minis
Conference. We believe that this could be a temporary name
and a more permanent option could be presented in the
future.
vii.   CA: It is easy to assume what NE does at their conferences. It
is the exact same conference we all host in the fall, it just
eliminates roll call.
viii.   IA: We feel that it’s important to not devalue what NE does
during their conferences. Regional identity is created through
what actually happens at conference, not the title.
ix.   SA: We feel that while we are all affiliates of NACURH,
sometimes identities have to be shed. Changing a name does
not necessarily change what actually happens at these
conferences.
x.   NE: We would like to clarify what occurs at our conference delegates attend this conference. We don’t want the title of
the conference to tell delegates that what they are doing is
less important than what their voting representatives are
doing.
xi.   CA: This entire piece is about clarifying what our conferences
are for. This clarifies what NE does at their conferences.
xii.   CA calls the question; no objections
1.   4-4-0
2.   Chairperson casts vote in favor of the amendment
3.   5-4-0; amendment carries
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11.  CA calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries
b.   NBD 16-59
i.   NIC moves to bring NBD 16-59 to the floor; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by GL
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   The Execs have the ability to recognize individuals who have provided
support to them in their role as Execs. There are three pins per year. We are
seeking to change this to three per term for advisors. This is something
special and as it currently stands, our advisors can give out between 9-12 pins
over their term.
iv.   Q&A
1.   GL moves to end Q&A; seconded by IA
a.   NSRO objects
b.   Withdrawn
2.   CA: Was there thought given to
a.   Yes. The advisor terms are four years. We have had larger
conversations about decreasing term limits. It’s something that is in
the strategic plan. The piece presented gets us to a better place.
3.   NSRO: How does this affect the current term
a.   This won’t affect the current year. Next year that number would be
reset for the remainder of the term.
4.   CA: We are wondering about changing it to one pin per year?
a.   You would have to specifically write the piece because by doing that
it makes it so that every Exec gets one per year.
5.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   CA moves to amend; seconded by the NIC
a.   Proponent Speech
i.   This gives clarity to the number of pins by individuals.
b.   Q&A
i.   SA moves to end Q&A; seconded by PA
1.   GL objects
2.   Withdrawn
ii.   GL: What
iii.   SW moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
c.   Discussion
i.   SW calls the question; no objections
d.   Vote on A1
i.   8-0-0
2.   SA calls the question; no objections
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vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries
c.   NBD 16-55
i.   CA moves to bring NBD 16-? to the floor; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This piece focuses on the opportunities that has arisen from the utilization of
Zoom, specifically on Conference Selection over a virtual chat. We are still
advocates of a conference site being selected in an in-person meeting but we
do understand that there are situations that may go past the second inperson business meeting in order to find a solution for a host site. Waiting
until the NACURH Annual Conference can hurt schools bidding because they
lose time in the year to prepare, this piece ultimately gives the ability to
select online.
2.   We also included that there needs to be notification to the NACURH
Chairperson and CRC so the two are able to support and advise the reasons
that are going through these situations. In addition, any online selection must
reflect NACURH policy and guidelines.
iv.   Q&A
1.   CA: Does a Zoom meeting count as an in-person meeting?
a.   We have talked about but we do value in the two in-person business
meetings that happen throughout the year. Technically you are there,
but some issues that may come up is that you may have a limited
amount of people attend and your quorum may drop. We are still
considering if it is virtual business.
2.   CA: Does the current conference?
a.   Correct.
3.   SA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by CA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   SW: We have done this before, we agree with this process and we think it
supports the selection of the conference. We did struggle with quorum, we
actually had to do it three weeks in a row and would have been useful to
have this piece.
2.   SA: We feel that after considering the struggles that regions face with finding
hosts, we truly see this as an effective movement going forward.
3.   SA Calls to Question
a.   No objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries
d.   NBD 16-49
i.   SW moves to bring NBD 16-? to the floor; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
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ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by NSRO
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   We struggled this past year with plagiarism in our region. This is problematic
especially since bids are so creative - there’s themes, layouts, etc. The piece
treats plagiarism as a policy violation. It allows the Chairperson to determine
the violation at their discretion.
iv.   Q&A
1.   NE: Speaking specifically to theme, there are only so many. How long is the
separation for using the theme?
a.   Ultimately, themes can be employed in so many ways. There’s a point
where it’s a reach and it’s noticeable.
2.   CA: Does this apply to more than just bids, such as newsletters?
a.   This piece is for just bids; items coming from NACURH are different.
3.   PA: Regarding theme, would that then not that be the same content?
a.   I made content be the actual body text of the bid.
4.   SA: So you mentioned about your region having two people needs to notice
it, why not include that in NACURH policy
a.   Ours says it has to be noticed by two or more individuals.
5.   SW: Was there a reason to just put this discretion under the Chairperson
rather than just the Executive Team?
a.   This streamlines the process; I am comfortable with either.
6.   CA: What would schools use to monitor this?
a.   We hadn’t talked about software. The concern is when it becomes
noticeable.
7.   NE: How does the citation page play into this?
a.   I see this as separate, but recognize the connection.
8.   IA: If one violation is found as plagiarism, then is the entire
a.   The process
9.   CA: So for anything that is against a regional policy, would that discretion fall
to the Director?
a.   Yes; this is more so giving the definition of plagiarism in NACURH.
10.  PA: In reference to the last part of the definition, how would you hold people
accountable to that?
a.   That’s a good question, I’m not sure how to answer that. The actual
definition is what is highlighted, the resolution statement would not
be included.
11.  SW: How would treat this in positional bids?
a.   This would apply to NACURH-awards. If you would want to write it as.
12.  CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by PA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   IA: We appreciates the spirit of the piece, but we feel this is going to be very
difficult to police on the NACURH-level.
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2.   SA: We appreciate the reasoning for this piece, but sees potential concerns if
this piece were to pass. For many who are planning on writing bids they look
to past bids from the Corporation, and could potentially have a policy
violation and be disqualified for that. Thinking about the bids this past year
for our region, multiple bids could have been penalized for being plagiarized.
We are also concerned because prior to this point, many things that have
been used in the past will eventually come back up considering the bids
consider focus on the same things year after year.
3.   CA: It’s different to look at something for guidance from copying and pasting
content.
4.   CA moves to amend: to make it so that it is specific to NACURH-level award
bids
a.   Proponent Speech: Adds additional clarification to interpret policy. It
makes this specific to NACURH.
b.   Q&A
i.   PA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion
i.   GL moves to end discussions; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
d.   Vote
i.   7-0-1; amendment carries
5.   NSRO: We are in support of this piece, it allows for policy to back up and
address plagiarized bids. Referencing other bids is encouraged, and creating
a culture of citation is important.
6.   PA: We are in support as we find value in remaining academically rigorous in
our standards similar to the member institutions our students are a part of.
7.   SA: We would just like to point out the word “structure” is in here. We are
struggling passing this considering structure can be interpreted differently.
8.   CA: We are in support of this piece as it shows NACURH values academics in
this instance of award bidding.
9.   PA: We feel that by allowing the plagiarism to be up to the Chairperson, they
are capable of discerning what falls under this policy.
10.  SW: We feel that everyone is saying we need to have a stance on plagiarism
because we share resources, ideas, etc. and the credit should go to those
people. We like the definition - it’s a good starting point. We have some
concerns regarding the lack of concrete
11.  CA calls to question and vote by secret ballot; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   5-3-0; motion carries
18.  Recess
a.   NE moves to recess until 7:15 PM; seconded by MA
i.   No objections
19.  Call to order at 7:30 PM
20.  Roll Call
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21.  Legislation
a.   NBD 16-60
i.   SA moves to bring NBD 16-60 to the floor; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
ii.   CA moves to waive the reading; seconded by NE
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This piece is in regards to our charter, but also the state of Nevada. Nevada
is currently affiliated with PACURH. We have been working over the past two
years to make this change. We met and talked about it 1:1. We then brought
it to the two member schools in Nevada and spoke to them about the
benefits, our rationale, and let them make a decision. Students discussed it
with ADs, students, and other parties. After eight months, they have decided
to move to IACURH. Only two schools are capable of affiliating with Nevada.
We asked the schools what they thought would be most beneficial for them
moving forward. UNLV attended IACURH. They presented on their
experience during our No Frills and PACURH reps decided unanimously to
allow Nevada to move.
iv.   Q&A
1.   CA: So how does this affect the charters?
a.   This strikes Nevada from PA’s and adds Nevada to IA’s
2.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   CA: We support this piece; we appreciate that both regions have given the
students the opportunity to make the decision.
2.   SA calls the questions; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries
b.   NBD 16-54
i.   NE moves to bring NBD 16-54 to the floor; seconded by NSRO
1.   No objections
ii.   NIC moves to waive the reading; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   We are bringing this piece to the floor because professional associations
have a past Chairperson role within their corporations in order to close the
loop of their term and be an aid to the incoming leadership. For NACURH,
we recognize that our turnover is very frequent from year to year and we have
never seen a Chairperson serve two years. NACURH has had a past
Chairperson role and they were only there for the 6 months in order to
support the Boards and the current Chairperson as an Ex-Officio. By bringing
this role in we are decreasing the memory gap from Chairperson to
Chairperson. Additionally, this position would have no financial bearing on
the corporation as a whole.
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2.   Added responsibilities of this role and also highlighted the focus on alumni
affairs. We want to see alumni engagement within our Strategic Plan so we
want to continue this project as we move forward.
iv.   Q&A
1.   PA: How would this be different from what the NACURH Advisor role gives to
the organization?
a.   The students are the ones that are doing the work and they are the
ones focusing on the corporation and the students are the ones
leading. The NACURH Advisor is not the one actually doing the work.
That incoming individual will get that support from the NACURH
Advisor still but the Past Chairperson would add that additional
support.
b.   There are also other conversations that happen on the NACURH level
that do not include the NACURH Advisor. Sometimes it is definitely all
up to the NACURH Executives to get to those places.
2.   CA: What happens if the outgoing NACURH Chairperson cannot fill the role?
a.   It is the Past Chairperson, at this level there is a possibility that you
cannot be a student anymore. The person has a dedication for the
corporation so it is obvious that they care for the future of the
corporation. It would be an expectation of the Chairperson coming in
that there will be an added responsibility.
3.   CA: Do you think it will deter students from running for the position?
a.   I would hope it wouldn’t. I would hope to see that person as seeing
their commitment and dedication as going further outside of the term
and having a longer impact.
4.   NSRO: We were just wondering what the difference between the Past
Chairperson role vs. an extensive transition document?
a.   From a Chairperson perspective there was not a recent transition
guide given for the position, there was just a document given but no
extensive transition process. There is such a tight turnaround for this
role because the elections occur so fast and there isn’t enough time to
really transition the incoming person effectively. The person from the
past term will be there as a resource based off the needs of the
incoming Chairperson.
b.   There were considerations of electing the individuals at Semis but
there were other conversations of how it would impact regions.
5.   SA: We are curious to why there is an added weight for the Past Chairperson
to do alumni affairs?
a.   This is left broad because those initiatives are being developed as the
terms go on. In addition, with the NAA position, that role does a lot
so that incoming NAA will have to balance a large transition, a large
communication network, and the marketing of the corporation without
having enough wiggle room after they are elected.
6.   CA: We wanted to know when this is going into effect?
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a.   Technically all pieces that don’t specify a date will go into effect at the
close of the NACURH Annual Conference of the current elections so
for this example it would be up to Shannon and Nate.
7.   CA: Can you provide historical context to why this was removed in the past?
a.   We could not find any documentation, there was an image clipping
within the archives of the NACURH Chairperson laptop. These
responsibilities were way more involved with NACURH then what we
envision. Overall we stripped the original down to something that is a
lot more attainable.
8.   IA: The statement about financial bearing is under a Whereas statement, so is
this already assumed somewhere else in policy?
a.   Within policy it is already defined what positions would get financially
support.
9.   NSRO: What happens if somebody cannot do this or chooses to opt out of
this particular role?
a.   If that person cannot fill the role then I say that when we cross that
bridge, we will figure it out when we figure it out. While previously
Chairpersons haven’t gotten effective transition, the Chairpersons
before them would usually be there to check up on them or act as a
resource.
10.  CA: Our question is revolving around the term, how long is this term?
a.   I don’t want to limit it for 6 months because you don’t just coordinate
alumni affairs for half a year, if you want to put a term limit on it then
you can. But the 1 year limit we think is sufficient because it varies on
how much that person wants to be involved.
11.  CA: Is there anywhere in this section stipulate that the person has to be a
member of a NACURH member school?
a.   In my interpretation I don’t think they need to be tied to an institution
at all because they are not holding a vote or gaining any financial
support.
12.  NSRO: So it is expected that Chairpersons bidding from now on would take
on this responsibility?
a.   Yes.
13.  NSRO: So should this be added to the NACURH Chairperson responsibilities?
a.   It is within the same section that the NACURH Chairperson
responsibilities are, but it can be added to clarify items even more.
14.  SA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by CA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   GL: We are in full support of this piece of legislation. The past Chairperson
will serve as a vital resource to the incoming Chairperson, the person is
elected 4 days before their term and there is that assumption that summer
will not provide the best platform for transitioning effectively. We also like
that it takes some workload off the incoming NAA.
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2.   SA: Not only is this great to put practice into policy, but it is furthering the
elements of the strategic plan.
3.   PA: The Pacific likes the idea of a Past Chairperson, the only concern that we
have is that if it will provide an attraction for the position of NACURH
Chairperson. We don’t see it being a huge problem but we are a bit
concerned that it can deter people in the future.
4.   CA: We echo the sentiments of the Pacific. Additionally, we are little
concerned to why alumni involvement to another position when we just gave
it to the NACURH Advisor.
5.   NAA: The NACURH Advisor is in charge of the Advancement Society and is a
lot different than alumni affairs. Overall, it would be at the discretion of the
Chairperson of whether or not that past Chairperson is necessary.
6.   SW: We do support this piece of legislation and something that was pointed
out in question and answer is that past individuals have been there for further
transition outside of the Pre-Conference / NACURH Annual Conference time
frames.
7.   NE: We are definitely in support of this piece and having that additional
support to the NACURH Executive Committee. What we are concerned is the
duties as assigned from the current Chairperson because it could create a
poor precedent moving forward, asking too much from a past Chairperson.
8.   IA: We are in support of this piece, we appreciate that it is putting something
that was never said but always practiced. We also want to point out the
timeline, there is not a lot of focus on the transition during the traditional
timeline.
9.   SA: We are a region that has the Past Director in policy, we don’t always use
it but we do have the resource available there if needed. We have not seen a
problem with this type of role.
10.  CA: If the past Chairperson is not interested in the role, then who absorbs the
responsibilities?
a.   A: Nobody technically, if that was the case then the past NACURH
Executive Team should recognize the need for a sustained resource
from their team.
11.  NE moves to recognize an amendment; 2nd by CA
a.   Proponent Speech for Amendment:
i.   This could create a poor precedent for the past Chairperson to
be obligated to duties from the current Chairperson. This
ensures that the current Chairperson absorbs the
responsibilities in the ways that they should.
b.   Question & Answer for Amendment:
i.   NIC moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by CA
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion for Amendment:
i.   CA: We agree with this amendment because if the past
Chairperson is asked too much then it states that the current
Chairperson is not doing their job to their fullest potential.
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ii.   SA: We do understand where the North East is coming from;
however, we do know that many other regions and
organizations will have this statement in positions and is
expected to not abuse that privilege.
iii.   NSRO: We are in support of this because that 2 year possible
term doesn’t become too extreme. This past Chairperson
would then only be obligated to the written duties.
iv.   GL: We are not in support of this amendment because it stated
that this piece is more NAA responsibilities than anything.
Maybe not having it state by the NACURH Chairperson but the
NACURH Executive Committee.
v.   NE: In response to the South Atlantic’s sentiments, the point
shouldn’t be abused since it is an expectation. From the NSRO
point, if the past Chairperson is trying to force too much
support to the current Executives then it draws the line that
this outgoing Chairperson cannot be too overbearing.
vi.   CA Calls to Question.
1.   No objections
d.   Vote
i.   5-3-0; amendment carries.
12.  MA Calls to Question
a.   No objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries.
22.  Recess
a.   CA moves to groove for 8 minutes; 2nd by NE
i.   No objections
23.  Legislation
a.   NBD 16-58
i.   SA moves to bring NBD 16-58 to the floor; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
ii.   NE moves to waive the reading; seconded by NSRO
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This piece is implementing a rule to determine the amount of mileage
appropriate for leadership to drive for conferences. Based on what had
occurred last year, the Executive Team took several steps to reduce risk, this
among one of those things. This is putting the process from the past year into
practice. We think this policy is worth it.
iv.   Q&A
1.   SA: What are the repercussions if they choose not to follow-through?
a.   I assume there would be a waiver to not hold NACURH liable for
travel. We would also not reimburse for costs.
2.   CA: Is there the possibility for the NBD to approve it?
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a.   We had considered it, but the CRC does a site visit and we felt that
was enough to communicate when the decision is being made.
3.   NSRO: We were wondering if a timeline would be set?
a.   The rule is generally 28-days. If you did want to put a timeline on
announcement, that would be fine, but this is intended to be flexible.
It’s up to you.
4.   NSRO: Can you explain the deadlines?
a.   It would likely be decided around Semis. If you would want to add a
time-limit, I would say at between 6-8 weeks.
5.   NE: Would this be waived for those who could not pay?
a.   As it’s written, it couldn’t be waived. I could see where there could be
limitations. But this is a safety policy. I am hoping that if that were to
happen, a regional piece of legislation would be implemented.
6.   CA: Is there any consideration regarding social anxiety with flying?
a.   Similar to the waiver of travel.
b.   I would imagine that a piece could be offered
7.   CA: Would it default back to the region to fund that individual?
a.   Yes.
8.   MA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   SA: We appreciate this piece for the fact that it is promoting safety especially driving home after these conferences.
2.   NSRO moves to caucus for two (2) minutes; seconded by the NIC
a.   No objections
3.   SW: We support this piece. We have had members of our board travel
overnight or super early to travel long distances. It’s concerning because we
don’t have a way to hold people to this safety standard
4.   IA calls the question; CA objects
a.   Withdrawn
5.   CA moves to amend; seconded by NE
a.   Proponent Speech
i.   We feel as though the processes need to be explicit in policy
that would allow those special circumstances to take place.
b.   Q&A
i.   Can you further clarify the point regarding the discretion of the
Directorship?
1.   We don’t want to put this person on blast; we as a
region are responsible for regional finances. It makes
sense for that to be there since the NAF doesn’t write
regional policy.
c.   Discussion
i.   NAF: I really like where you’re going with this, but it needs
clarified. My concern with the way it reads is that if they decide
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to drive, they are signing a waiver, but if they have funds
associated to it, liability still exists.
1.   CA: At that point it comes down to the regional
Directorship.
2.   NAF: I think another person needs to be included in
that conversation.
ii.   CA: We just want to copy the individuals who in a) into ii) changes made to amendment
iii.   NE: We are in support of this. We do not fiscally support our
Regional Board members. It alleviates concerns of forcing
schools to pay for expensive flights.
iv.   CA calls the question; no objections
d.   Vote on AI
i.   7-1-0; amendment carries
6.   NSRO: Our concern is that our staff is a lot of COs and people. If we are
driving, there are a lot of people to switch off. Flights for 11 people could be
detrimental to the NCO budget.
a.   NAF: Technically the way it’s written, it would be up to those
interpreting to determine if it is an extenuating circumstance. A falling
within a budgeted amount could be an extenuating circumstance.
And again, 6 weeks for the timeline is what I’m thinking
7.   NE: When deciding the maximum limit, will it be taken into consideration
where that person is traveling from?
a.   NAF: Yes
8.   GL: We are in full support - we have safety measure that we ensure we go
over as a board. We feel as though extenuating circumstances covers this.
We have a time limit in our policy that is determined by the number of
people in the car and travel time .
9.   CA: We wouldn’t be opposed to an amendment to stipulate the distance be
released at the time of conference registration opening.
10.  NSRO: What are people’s thoughts are on driving distances when people are
traveling with others.
a.   NAF: The piece is written as maximum of distance - distance (whether
time or miles) could be determined by those setting that.
11.  GL moves to end discussion; seconded by IA
a.   CA objects
b.   Withdrawn
12.  CA moves to amend; seconded by NIC
a.   Proponent Speech
i.   CA: We feel this puts a timeline in policy to allow people to
plan accordingly
b.   Q&A
i.   MA: Is there a stipulation on when that is?
1.   Sixty (60) days is the absolute minimum
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ii.   SA: There are some instances when registration is combined, is
there a reason you separated it?
1.   Not really, that’s just how we did it.
iii.   PA: Moves to end Q&A; seconded by IA
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion
i.   NIC calls the question; no objections
d.   Vote
i.   8-0-0; amendment carries
13.  GL moves to end discussion; seconded by CA
a.   No objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries.
b.   16-62
i.   SW moves to bring 16-62 to the floor; 2nd by CA
1.   Objections by NSRO
c.   16-67
i.   SA moves to bring 16-67; 2nd by SW
1.   No objections
ii.   PA moves to waive the reading; 2nd by MA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This is a very straight-forward piece, just states that all instances of the NIC
and the NSRO to be changed to the NACURH Corporate Office within Bylaws
and Policy.
iv.   Question & Answer
1.   NIC moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by CA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   PA Calls to Question
a.   No objections
vi.   Vote:
1.   8-0-0; motion carries.
24.  Positional Breakouts
a.   NE moves to do positional breakouts for thirty (30) minutes; seconded by the NIC
i.   No objections
25.  Recess
a.   CA moves to recess until 9:30 AM; seconded by NSRO
i.   No objections
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 2016
1.   Call to Order at 8:12 AM
2.   Roll Call
3.   RHA Building Block of the Year Award Selection
a.   Nominations
i.   SA moves to nominate CSU East Bay
1.   Seconded by PA
ii.   MA moves to nominate Columbia University
1.   Seconded by NSRO
iii.   CA moves to nominate Dalton State
1.   Seconded by the NIC
iv.   GL nominates EIU
1.   Seconded by the NSRO
v.   SW nominates Loyola Marymount
1.   Seconded by NSRO
vi.   NE nominates Missouri State
1.   Seconded by NIC
vii.   IA nominates San Jose State
1.   Seconded by NSRO
viii.   PA nominates Slippery Rock University
1.   Seconded by the NIC
ix.   NIC nominates Central Oklahoma
1.   Seconded by NSRO
x.   NSRO nominates University of Cincinnati
1.   Seconded by the NIC
xi.   NE nominates university of Nebraska Omaha
1.   Seconded by SA
xii.   SW nominates Southern Miss
1.   Seconded by GL
xiii.   NSRO nominates Weber State
1.   Seconded by PA
b.   Pro/Con
i.   CSU East Bay
PRO

CON

Building relationships with RAs

Growth

Resident-driven programs

Budget

Area council involvement

Grammar mistakes

Open committees

Advisor involvement

1.   CA moves to end Pro/Con of CSU East Bay; 2nd by MA
a.   No objections
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ii.   Columbia University
PRO

CON

Focus on hall council expansion

Budget

Advocacy initiatives

Vague goals

Variety of programming

--

Straight-forward bid

--

Collaboration with other campus
entities
--

iii.   Dalton State
PRO

CON

--

Not enough content

--

Repetitive information

--

Budget

iv.   EIU
PRO

CON

Expanded campus involvement

Formatting

Constitutional revision

Budget

Detailed programming

--

Committee system

--

Shows growth

--

v.   Loyola Marymount
PRO

CON

New recruitment methods

Budget

Tackled university-wide issue of
programming

--

Program variety

--

Evaluation tools

--

vi.   Missouri State
PRO

CON

Advertisements

Budget

Sexual assault awareness
campaign

--

Outline of challenges

--

Format of testimonials

--
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vii.   San Jose State
PRO

CON

Programming initiatives

--

Purpose and goals

--

New funding structure

--

viii.   Slippery Rock University
PRO

CON

Current vs. old practices

Presentation of information

Major process restructure

Budget

Theme

--

Restructuring of RHA E-Board

--

Testimonial style

--

ix.   Central Oklahoma
PRO

CON

--

Bid formatting

Joint retreats with NRHH

--

--

--

x.   University of Cincinnati
PRO

CON

Helped to establish NRHH

--

Diversity initiatives

--

Outline of challenges

--

xi.   University of Nebraska Omaha
PRO

CON

Started RHA

Budget

Committees

--

Expanded elections

--

Connected two separate
campuses

--

xii.   Southern Mississippi
PRO

CON

Increased event attendance

--

--

Bid formatting

--

Vague goals

--

--
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xiii.   Weber State
PRO

CON

Budget

--

Advertisements

--

Programming

--

c.   Discussion
i.   CA: We feel as though Columbia’s bid was strong - while the graphics weren’t there,
the content was and we should be focusing on that when making this selection.
ii.   GL: We are going to speak on Columbia as well - they presenting the information in
a clear and concise way and showed improvements from previous years.
iii.   SW: On Dalton State, we found the grammar to be distracting which made the
information difficult to read.
iv.   NE: We want to speak on Slippery Rock. While theme shouldn’t be the only reason
we select a bid, theme should inform the content. We felt this theme directly aligned
with the purpose of the bid and was very creative. There were clear comparisons
between previous years and the state of their RHA now. We appreciated their efforts.
v.   PA: On Weber State, we found their bid to be very strong. We appreciated their
clear and concise outline.
vi.   SA: On Nebraska-Omaha, as this is the the RHA BB Award, they have done a
wonderful job of bringing together two campuses together and showing the growth
of their organization.
vii.   NE: On San Jose State, we felt this bid was strong. Although it was text heavy, it was
easy to pull information. We also appreciated the inclusion of their budget.
viii.   SW: On Loyola-Marymount, we appreciated their goals were broken down and the
inclusion of testimonials. However, we have concerns about the budget.
ix.   CA: On Cincinnati, they showed they have an interest diversity and have worked to
creatively program around. They discussed much communication with the ADNRHH, which is not something you would typically expect from an RHA.
x.   IA: On EIU, we appreciate their constitutional revision process.
xi.   GL: On Central Oklahoma, the formatting of the bid was distracting and difficult to
read. We appreciated their inclusion of advertising. Overall, the bid was lacking.
xii.   NIC: We appreciate Southern Miss. We feel their bid was distracting. Presenting that
information
xiii.   PA: On East Bay, it shows their commitment to diversity is strong and that should be
considered heavily in the consideration of this award.
xiv.   MA: On Missouri State they show a commitment to growth both now and in the
future.
xv.   NSRO: On Missouri State, we appreciated their programming and use of
advertisements.
xvi.   NE moves to narrow the field to the top six (6) bids; seconded by MA
1.   No objections
xvii.   Chairperson: There is a clear break at four (4) and seven (7); room agrees to limit to
the top four (4) bids. The top four are as follows:
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xviii.  
xix.  
xx.  
xxi.  
xxii.  
xxiii.  

xxiv.  

xxv.  
xxvi.  
xxvii.  

xxviii.  

xxix.  
xxx.  

xxxi.  
xxxii.  
xxxiii.  
xxxiv.  
xxxv.  

xxxvi.  

1.   Loyola Marymount
2.   San Jose State
3.   University of Nebraska-Omaha
4.   Weber State
CA: On Marymount, they spoke to the pillars of their organization and ensuring their
goals were intentional pointing to those pillars.
MA: With Weber, the provided a nice graph to show numeric growth in their
organization.
PA: On San Jose State, we appreciated the amount of information in this bid while
still being able to pick out information.
GL: On Omaha. We appreciated their goal development and showing how they are
accomplishing those goals. It’s in a constant state of development.
SA: On Omaha, they have conference fundraisers to alleviate the financial burden of
their institution and students to attend.
GL: On Omaha, we appreciate their formation of committees in getting in the
residence halls. They also collaborated with their NRHH and cultivated a strong
connection between the two.
NE: On Loyola, while they did have good content, it was difficult to read. Information
regarding their growth and improvements was scattered. We appreciate that they
faced a lot of challenges, but overcame them.
SA: On San Jose, they also included goals directed to engaging members.
CA: We feel that while San Jose showed growth in administrative processes, they
didn’t necessarily show the spirit behind it and the passion by which they lead.
PA: On Weber, we appreciate their focus on advocacy and feel the issues they
advocated for directly impacted their communities. We appreciated their ability to
recognize needs and meet them.
SA: On Loyola’s increase in programming attendance from previous years, it shows
that they are working to create programs that students are engaged and something
that brings their campus community together.
IA: On Nebraska’s advocacy, it was very strong. They worked to provide funding to
students for conferences.
NE: We wanted to recognize that San Jose State discussed their structure and how
they’ve improved that from previous years. It’s an important part of growth and
development.
PA: On Loyola, the fact they highlighted their young council, it points to the purpose
of the award and how they plan to improve in the future.
CA: Loyola saw a need to program and followed through with it.
MA: On Nebraska’s program proposal system, it demonstrates various growth on
multiple levels of the organization.
SA: On Weber, they submitted their first OTM this year and it shows their
commitment to taking advantage of services.
IA: On Regional and NACURH involvement – for Nebraska and Weber this has
increased within the past year. Specifically, with Nebraska winning two bids on a
regional level.
NIC moves to narrow the field to the top two (2); seconded by MA
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1.   SW objects
2.   Withdrawn
xxxvii.   SW calls the question; no objections
d.   Vote
i.   The University of Nebraska Omaha has been selected as the recipient of the 2016 of
the RHA Building Block of the Year Award.
4.   School of the Year Award Selection
a.   Nominations
i.   NSRO nominates CS Mines
1.   Seconded by SW
ii.   SA nominates CU Boulder
1.   Seconded by NIC
iii.   MA nominates ETSU
1.   Seconded by NSRO
iv.   CA nominates Gonzaga
1.   Seconded by NSRO
v.   GL nominates NDSU
1.   Seconded by NSRO
vi.   SW nominates SUNY Geneseo
1.   Seconded by NE
vii.   NE nominates Towson
1.   Seconded by NSRO
viii.   IA nominates Arizona
1.   Seconded by NSRO
ix.   CA moves to close nominations; seconded by GL
1.   Seconded by No objections
b.   Pro/Con
i.   Colorado School of Mines
PRO

CON

Bid aesthetics

Budget difficult to read

Separate goals for each term

Structure changes are just
proposed as opposed to
formalized

Diverse programming initiatives

--

--

--

1.   SA moves to end P/C on Colorado School of Mines; 2nd by CA
a.   No objections
ii.   CU Boulder
PRO

CON

Listed goals and impact

Executive Board not focused on
academics

NACURH involvement

Layout hard to read
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"Engaging peers and
community"

--

Regional involvement

--

New initiatives

--

iii.   ETSU
PRO

CON

--

Format is distracting

Goals with programming

--

1.   CA moves to end P/C on East Tennessee; 2nd by NSRO
a.   No objections
iv.   Gonzaga University
PRO

CON

Gender Inclusive Housing

No events past December

Budget

Admits counter-productive
budgetary practices

Random Acts of Kindness Week

--

Advocacy

--

Regional involvement

--

v.   NDSU
PRO

CON

--

Blocks of text hard to read

Finance Committee

Lack of depth

Testimonials from students

Information included off previous
year

Program initiatives

--

Community service programs

Letters of support

Talks about the issues in
residence halls

--

Regional involvement

--

NRHH

--

vi.   SUNY Geneseo
PRO

CON

Bringing things back from
NACURH

Budget format

Incorporation of regional pride

Screenshots hard to read

Diversity coordinators

--

Regional involvement

--

Testimonials

--
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vii.   Towson University
PRO

CON

Goal-checker part of their bid

--

Advocacy initiatives

Name dropping

Committees and councils

--

Goals and purpose

--

Sub-goals

--

viii.   University of Arizona
PRO

CON

--

Budget hard to read

Regional involvement

Text formatting

NRHH

--

Advocacy initiatives

--

RHA structure

--

c.   Discussion
i.   SA: On ETSU, we do not feel that their bid is up to the quality of School of the Year.
We do not believe they should be considered for this award.
ii.   GL: On Towson, they presented their information in an easy way. Their goal-checker
shows growth. They have a diversity in their programs which played into the different
goals they were trying to achieve. We think they exemplified what this award is for.
iii.   SW: On Gonzaga, we appreciated their RAK Week and the information on programs.
iv.   CA: On Boulder - they say in their bid that because students are compensated they
don’t focus on academics as much. We should be student leaders, not leader
students.
v.   NE: On Boulder, the way they spoke on diversity was a little narrow. Outside of that,
they exemplified what it means to be a school of the year on campus, in IACURH,
and in NACURH.
vi.   PA: On CS Mines, we appreciate the content and layout of the bid. It was easy to
read about their accomplishments and understand the challenges they have faced.
vii.   NE: On Arizona, we really appreciated that this bid had a detailed section on NRHH.
It seems that they they were the only bid that focused on every aspect of NRHH.
They have detailed information on programming, structure, etc.
viii.   MA: On CS Mines, we appreciated the in-depth description of their programming
and making sure they meet student needs. They also have substantial evaluation
tools.
ix.   NE: On SUNY Geneseo, we appreciated the inclusion of their unique NRHH structure
and the impact on their institution.
x.   CA: While Arizona has a strong structure, there seems to be a lack of clarity of on the
structure. A lot of the challenges they faced were surrounding their lack of advisor
and not necessarily addressing student needs.
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xi.   CA: On NDSU, we feel there were several times in their bid where they pulled
information beyond the timeline. They missed the mark in explaining the impact of
what they are doing.
xii.   NSRO: On NDSU, their testimonials section is impactful.
xiii.   SA: On NDSU, they have a lot of programming. They included ways that they are
addressing issues on campus. They also have a close relationship with their NRHH.
xiv.   PA moves to narrow the field to the top three (3) bids; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
xv.   Chairperson: We had a clear break at two (2) and four (4) bids; room decided to limit
to the top two (2) bids. The top two bids are as follows:
1.   Colorado School of Mines
2.   Towson University
xvi.   CA: On CS Mines, they talk about the the implementation of governing documents
that falls outside the timeline.
xvii.   SW: Apart of being an RHA is planning for what we give to the next group. We
respect that CS Mines is working to prepare the future of their organization.
xviii.   SA: CS Mines has done a lot over the past year and has increased their regional and
NACURH involvement. They are dedicated to bettering their institution.
xix.   NE: The inclusion of the goal-checker throughout Towson’s bid shows the
commitment they’ve had throughout the entire year.
xx.   SW: We really liked Towson’s committee structure. We appreciated the way they
talked about their programs and the marketing materials provided.
xxi.   GL: We liked that Towson included who they were collaborating with. We in GL look
at student buy-in and getting students involved and educating them on what RHA is.
We liked the variety of their programs. We believe their programming, initiatives,
and advocacy set them apart.
xxii.   CA: On Towson, their advocacy efforts are responsive to current campus climate.
We’d also like to highlight the NRHH section is the bridge they have committed to
building between RHA and NRHH. They included an elaborate section on NRHH.
xxiii.   NE: On CS Mines, while their campus section was clear and specific. We felt their bid
was lacking in their regional and NACURH involvement sections. We would have
liked for those sections to be more concise. As far as what it means to be school of
the year on the NACURH level, they didn’t have enough involvement.
xxiv.   CA: We would like to clarify our name-dropping point from Pro/Con earlier, they
previously hosted the current CA Regional Director two years ago. We do not
believe that was the most appropriate thing to do, however they do currently host
our Regional Advisor.
xxv.   SW moves to end discussion; seconded by GL
1.   No objections
d.   Vote
i.   Towson University has been selected as the recipient of the 2016 NACURH School of
the Year Award.
5.   Recess
a.   CA moves to recess until 8:30 PM; seconded by the NSRO
i.   No objections
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6.   Call to order at 8:30 PM
7.   Roll Call
8.   Legislation
b.   NBD 16-52
i.   SW moves to bring NBD 16-52 to the floor; seconded by NIC
1.   No objections
ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   A piece to update the AD-NRHH positional responsibilities. This piece passed
in NRHH boardroom. This is to put responsibilities in the NACURH Policy
Book. The biggest change is to submitting NACURH level publications. This
is to help support NRHH communication in the NRHH newsletter and the Link
Magazine. Outside of that, we thought it was necessary to add in an affiliation
approval process. We want to formalize this process for the position. We did
put a line to refer to the NRHH policy book, but now everything makes sense.
iv.   Q&A
1.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SW
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   SA calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries.
c.   NBD 16-68
i.   CA moves to bring NBD 16-68 to the floor; seconded by IA
1.   No objections
ii.   CA moves to waive the reading; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   Similar to the NAA positional responsibility updates that were made a few
months ago, this piece updates the NAN responsibilities in order to reflect
current practice and help to inform historical perspective.
iv.   Q&A
1.   PA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SW
a.   SA objects
b.   Withdrawn
2.   SA: Why is it develop the training with the outgoing NAN if they have not yet
taken office?
a.   NAN - It should be incoming; I’d be open to an amendment for that.
3.   CA: With the passing of the past piece, how does the current NAN feel about
contributing to the newsletter?
a.   I would feel ok with adding that in. With the current function of the
group that writes the newsletter, I have submitted something to both.
4.   PA moves to end Q&A; second by CA
a.   NSRO objects
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b.   Withdrawn
5.   NSRO: Is the NRHH newsletter in policy?
a.   No.
6.   GL moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   SA moves to amend: strike point three and replace with - “Support the
Incoming NAN with the development of the AD-NRHH HEART training
session during the NACURH Annual Business Conference.” seconded by GL
a.   Proponent
i.   While we understand the intention behind the wording, it
needs to be clear so future boards can interpret this the way it
was intended.
b.   Q&A
i.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by PA
c.   Discussion
i.   CA calls the question; no objections
d.   Vote
i.   8-0-0; amendment carries
2.   CA moves to amend: add “Submit at least one publication per year to The
Link and one publication per year to the NRHH Newsletter.”; seconded by
NE
a.   Proponent
i.   We feel like it would in the best interest in the Link and the
NRHH Newsletter for the NAN to write an article
b.   Q&A
i.   NE moves to end Q&A; seconded by NE
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion
i.   NE calls the question; no objection
d.   Vote
i.   7-0-1; amendment carries
3.   CA calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries.
d.   NBD 16-51
i.   SA moves to bring NBD 16-51 to the floor; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   While we were writing the strategic plan, we can came across lingering pillar
language in our governing documents. This is the last step of getting rid of
the pillars.
iv.   Q&A
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1.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SW
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   SW calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries.
9.   Stoner Award
e.   Discussion
i.   CA: Being able to serve on the strategic planning commission, Dan provided us with
a lot of perspective which was a huge asset in the construction of the document we
have been working off of. He has given a lot of support to NACURH’s leadership
over the course of his tenure.
ii.   SA: Dan has been a huge help in the frustrations and challenges that our region
struggled with this year. We appreciate his leadership and disposition on ensuring
this remains a “student-run” corporation.
iii.   SW: Agree; personally, I attended pre-conference last year with no training or idea
what I was doing. Dan was a calming presence. He made me feel welcomed and
encouraged me to take ownership of my position as a Director.
iv.   NE: From a Director's perspective, NE has had it’s ups and downs. Dan is always a
support to not only us as students, but advisors as well. Dan has been able to
provide advisors with support in helping us to best serve our constituents.
v.   SW calls the question; no objections
f.   Vote
i.   Dan Ocampo has been selected as the recipient of the 2016 Ken Stoner Award.
10.  Legislation
g.   NBD 16-50
i.   NE moves to bring NBD 16-50 to the floor; seconded by SW
1.   No objections
ii.   CA moves to waive the reading; seconded by MA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This creates a revenue source for an NRHH membership scholarship by
selling a NACURH NRHH-specific pin. This is adding $600.00 to the
Inventory: General Line Item to purchase 300 pins at $2.00 each.
iv.   Q&A
1.   CA: We are wondering why this is being presented before the scholarship
a.   Chair: It could go either way - it was written separately.
b.   CA: If this piece would pass and the other would fail, what would
happen.
c.   Chair: It would sit in the line item.
2.   NSRO: Would the price for sale of pins be in the policy portion of
scholarship?
a.   Yes, it’s in NNB 16-16.
3.   PA: Is there a way for us to pass this contingent on what happens with the
other piece?
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a.   Yes, you could make an amendment to add a contingency line.
4.   CA moves to end Q&A; seconded by NSRO
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   CA moves to amend; seconded by NIC
a.   Proponent Speech
i.   This prevents the possibility of the funds just sitting there
unused.
b.   Q&A
i.   PA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SA
c.   Discussion
i.   NIC calls the questions; no objections
d.   Vote
i.   8-0-0; amendment carries
2.   SA: Why not make the minimum of gross profits to break-even rather than run
a deficit?
a.   If any loss, the first year is the most likely year for that to happen. This
is a very conservative estimate.
3.   NE calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries.
h.   NBD 16-62
i.   SW moves to bring NBD 16-62 to the floor; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This piece is directly from one of the charges by the Office Taskforce. We met
with the transition team a few times and determined the position
responsibilities. A lot of these are borrowed from what the staffs currently do,
with some new responsibilities of course. These descriptions were vetted by
the offices and their staffs, and changes were made as deemed necessary.
The positions are the same as they were presented.
iv.   Q&A
1.   SA moves to end Q&A; seconded by SW
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   NIC: We support this piece, all of these positions encapsulate the
responsibilities of our offices and what the transition year and combined
office will look like.
2.   NSRO: We would like to propose a friendly amendment; we would like to
add attendance at the Annual Conference to all of the positions
a.   NE objects to this as a friendly; seconded formally as an amendment
by the NIC.
b.   Proponent Speech
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i.   It is required of the office staffs to be present during the
Annual Conference.
c.   Q&A
i.   SA moves to end Q&A; seconded by the NIC
1.   No objections
d.   Discussion
i.   SA calls the question; NE objects
ii.   NE: We are in full support of the entire conference staff
attending the annual conference, but can we get clarity on the
piece regarding CO meetings
1.   NAA:
iii.   CA calls the question; no objections
e.   Vote
i.   8-0-0; amendment carries
3.   NIC calls the question; CA objects
a.   Withdrawn
4.   CA: We are concerned this piece hasn’t given time to work this out. It can
very easily become apparent that these descriptions don’t work.
5.   NSRO: We are in support of this piece. Our staff has talked at length about
what this will look like in the future and what our role will be during
conferences. In the future, it can be revisited, but this is a good starting point.
6.   SA: When are they going into effect?
a.   Chairperson: They will be working towards this. The piece passed at
Semis is what the NIC and NSRO will be using this year. The new
office needs to have these responsibilities in order to put a bid in.
7.   SW: We would like to point out that both offices are in support of this piece.
We need these because how do you tell someone what their position is if
they don’t have a position description. We should support this.
8.   NSRO moves to make a friendly amendment to make the Office Director a
signer on the corporate account to reflect practice across the corporation
9.   CA: We would just like to state our confusion - this goes against what we’ve
already passed. We should be taking the next year. To develop the position
descriptions. We feel this is premature.
10.  SW: We feel it is important to have these duties. If changes need to be made,
that can happen. Starting with a blank slate leaves a lot of room for things to
fall
11.  NAF: POI - the piece from Semis outlined having position responsibilities
developed by Pre-Conference in order for an office pre-bid to come forward.
12.  SA: While it may cause more
13.  IA calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   7-1-0; motion carries.
i.   NBD 16-72
i.   SA moves to bring NBD 16-72 to the floor; seconded by MA
1.   No objections
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ii.   NIC moves to waive the reading; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   We want to formalize a timeline to put a timeline on when legislation is made
available last minute and we do not have the ability to discuss such legislation
in a timely manner.
iv.   Q&A
1.   PA moves to end Q&A; seconded by NIC
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   PA: We are in full support of this piece in order to give pieces enough time to
be thought about and discussed in order to think about the impact of our
decisions. This is good for accountability.
2.   NAF:
3.   SA: Whereas the SA agrees with the sentiments of the NAF, often times
conversations lead to pieces being developed overnight. We are in person;
we should have the ability to hear pieces that. While this is great in theory it
could be
4.   NE: Respects the NAF, unless I’m understanding incorrectly, it seems like this
just prevents pieces from. In the spirit of self-care it seems right that
directorships should have the ability to read and understand the piece. I
understand that all pieces have been waived in terms of reading. But it seems
important.
5.   CA: We would like to echo the NE; we think it’s important to keep mental
health. This doesn’t stop the Execs from writing pieces, we would just need.
We do have Zoom software and we do use it to vote on it, so we should be
able to use it to write legislation.
6.   NSRO: We are in support of this piece. We echo PA and NE
7.   PA: We would like to further state that the ability to work on Zoom and use
Google Suite, as well as the piece. I think allowing exceptions to be made
8.   MA: We echo with what the Pacific just said.
9.   CA: We would also like to state that we have had many conversations this
week in terms of transparent. We think that the exception clause allows for
special circumstances to come about.
10.  SW: We feel that this piece is good in spirit and has issues with
implementation. A couple reasons, there are reasons that come up at
conferences / working at meetings that may require a quick turnaround that
may not require 24hrs. This doesn’t give us ample time to work on these
pieces. Zoom debate is not as strong as in-person debate. This creates an
area that takes pieces to a virtual setting that does not have a good
foundation for dialogue. In addition, we have had instances this week that
didn’t require 24hrs to review, including this week, we’ve also had instances
this week that some people wanted to take some time and talk to their
Directorships, that was never rejected to anyone on the NBD. A time limit
does not state we will have poor conversations.
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11.  IA: We echo SWACURH, we believe that we believe in the leaders of the
NACURH. There are strange realities involved with being involved with a
strange corporation, especially with a group that empowers student leaders
to represent other students and ask questions / change the projects and
initiatives that come from legislation. This would limit our corporation’s
productivity.
12.  GL: The Great Lakes echo the South West and the Intermountain. With what
has happened this weekend, the 24hrs is something that we do not need.
Other instances also will limit productivity such as ADA requests.
13.  CA: The Central Atlantic would like to point out that the authors of the piece
that we did not consider the timeframe for when this piece would be heard.
Also, some students are not comfortable with parli-pro and we have a
privilege to knowing parli-pro.
14.  SA: The South Atlantic would like to echo Great Lakes, South West, and the
Intermountain. Also, we have talked about Pre-Conference multiple times, we
hae seen multiple pieces coming out on day three. I would also like to point
out that there was an original deadline that you could write and submit it by
that original deadline since this is probably not the first time it has come up.
15.  PA: We would like to speak on online legislation, as a region we have a
unique perspective on this. We have done conversations on Zoom for about
4-5 years now, the Pacific has seen conversations on how we do productivity
as a region over that timeframe. For some reason, when you are doing online
things it takes some time to make it a normal culture of the organization. This
is not an unrealistic expectation, we also feel like 24hrs is a short amount of
time and with this exception we don’t see why this is detrimental to the
operation of the organization.
16.  CA: Appreciates the earlier point on parli-pro in regards to student
leadership advocacy. We believe that this piece gives more protection on
perspectives of regions, we don’t think opinions are disrespected this
legislation is set in order to create a standard for themselves. This piece is not
stipulating the operation of the NACURH Executives but for the entirety of
the NNB. some things can be waived but CAACURH does believe having
time to review pieces of legislation regardless of a short or long piece.
17.  NAF: If something is not waived by the NBD then it goes dead if it isn’t
brought to the floor, this would ultimately block someone’s voice to be
heard.
18.  IA Calls to Question.
a.   Objection from PA
i.   Not withdrawn
ii.   Vote:
1.   2-6-0; Objection Fails
vi.   Vote (Secret Ballot)
1.   4-4-0
2.   Chairperson chooses not to cast a vote; motion fails.
j.   NBD 16-53
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i.   NIC moves to bring NBD 16-53 to the floor; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
ii.   SW moves to waive the reading; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   This is just a piece that considers updating the NRHH Logo, we have had
conversations at length with the Executive Team on this logo. Since NRHH
was established since 1964, the logo has remained something that was kept
in its original form up until 5 years ago. The logo has never been updated
since NRHH’s original conception and while getting feedback throughout the
year there was definitely other perspectives. The logo was never meant to be
a symbol of NRHH until now, we want to keep the logo affiliated with
NACURH Links and NACURH Branding.
2.   We do understand that this will impact merchandise of the Offices and
Regions. This is to start off the NACURH NRHH Strategic Plan with a clear
image of the honorary. In addition, it is also more professional. To speak to
the branding, it is a flat design and it does not have dimensions within the
logo and aligns with colors and texts. This aligns perfectly with the NACURH
Corporate Brand image and also the logo was not in policy and believe it
should be in policy. It is a wonderful way to start the NACURH NRHH
Strategic Plan.
3.   We did take a lot of time to recreate this image, the file we currently have of
the NRHH logo is locked in and doesn’t give us an opportunity to change or
edit without recreating it. We have done the work to make sure that it reflects
the 21st century and just know we don’t have editing access to any of the
NRHH logos. Additionally, we have done initiatives to provide a new logo but
we do have a branding image of how to uphold our corporation and the
organization of NRHH. To call for all of NRHH feedback would actually hinder
the moving forward of this logo because not a lot of people understand the
direction that NRHH is going from a NACURH level. NACURH does intend to
do a better job of maintaining these logos and better approach and change
these processes for the next step in the right direction.
iv.   Q&A
1.   CA: We would like to know your ideas of a proposed timeline of this?
a.   Since this is not in policy anywhere, it is just in publications and
merchandise. We would first work to update publications as quickly as
we can and work closely with the NSRO with merchandise as we have
done in the past. It would be very similar to current practices of the
past.
b.   This is not an over the night change, we would encourage people to
transition to this logo and educate the incoming Executive team on
the expectations for using this logo. It will take some time to adapt to
and manage.
2.   CA: For any publications that exist, what would be the general timeline to
change those documents?
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a.   You have new boards transitioning in and this is something that you
will need to discuss with them. I am not in a place to state a timeline
because I will not be in this position. I would say from the start of the
affiliation year to the time that students come back to campus. That
information should fall to the incoming Executive Team
3.   NIC: Have you discussed this with the NSRO and the impact to their sales?
a.   We have not directly contacted them with the logo transition. We do
feel that this is the best moving forward with the honorary, the current
NRHH pin doesn’t have reflect the current NRHH logo that we are
using. The logo usage overall is complicated. It will be a conversation
on future merchandise.
4.   CA: Do you plan to not keep the full words of NRHH in the new logo or not?
a.   By taking out the words of NRHH would hinder the knowing and
understanding of what NRHH means and what it stands for. It is a
branding decision.
5.   SA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by MA
a.   No objections
v.   Discussion
1.   NSRO: All though the NSRO is disappointed on the change because it will
impact the merchandise, we do support the logo and what it will do for new
merchandise.
2.   PA: The Pacific is just a little confused on the decision as a region. We feel
that we do not need the words of NRHH in there because people should
know what NRHH is since our links do not have NACURH in them or the full
description of NACURH.
3.   CA: We are disappointed that the NNB was not considered in this
perspective.
4.   CA: We do not feel comfortable with no timeline with this logo
implementation, we would like to see this tabled to the authors.
5.   SA: We appreciate the work that has been put into the piece, also this is not
the first time that merchandise was not taken into consideration especially
when we see the transition from pillars to values. The revenue of merchandise
is a miniscule aspect to focus on when we think of the future of NRHH.
6.   IA: We are confused to why we would want to take out the words of NRHH.
People in NRHH know what NRHH is but people that don’t know NRHH don’t
know what it is since it is not as prevalent than NACURH. This is the forum for
us to be given feedback, it is presented to both Boards and we are discussing
it now.
7.   NE: We have shared the perspectives with our reps and they really support
this logo.
8.   IA: We appreciate that the Executives are giving this to us to decide since it is
not in policy, they could have changed it without discussing it with us.
9.   CA: The Central Atlantic on the point of why we would take merchandise into
account, we have a CA Pillar pin and we currently have 209 pins that have not
sold.
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10.  PA: We were wondering if the authors considered creating a meaning behind
the logo?
a.   Yes, it does.
11.  SW: We would like to echo what the Intermountain stated. The words should
stay inside it because it is what it is, also we can change it again in the future
if a shift is needed and collectively decided upon. We think this is very
attractive.
12.  SA: We would like to echo the South West, we also feel very comfortable with
that they did not put a timeline on this because it gives flexibility on the
transition of the logo with the NAN and the NNB. Not having a timeline is the
best interest of the region and NSRO.
13.  CA moves to Caucus for 5 minutes; 2nd by NSRO.
a.   No objections
14.  GL: We feel that the discussion prior to the caucus was getting away from the
intent of the piece, the piece was intended for the NBD to give feedback on
if the piece was liked or not liked or needed to be changed. We should get
back to how we feel about the design. Getting back to the design, it gets
back to the history of NRHH and it modernizes it to where it needs to be. It is
wonderful and we are in support of this piece.
15.  CA: We do appreciate that that it was brought to us, we do want to argue the
understanding of NRHH from looking at the logo. We still want to see a
timeline for this because it will impact NACURH, NRHH, and the NACURH
NRHH Strategic Plan. Our reps do like the logo.
16.  PA: We do like this logo, we do want to state that we like it more than the old
logo and it is more modern. The comment about removing the words of
NRHH came from our reps, we were just giving feedback from our region. It
could be cleaner if the words of NRHH were removed to align more with the
corporate brand.
17.  NAN: For aesthetic design, a big part of how we considered the changes… if
we took out the words of NRHH and made changes to this further then the
links would become more a part of NRHH and it would empower NRHH
compared to giving NRHH its own sub brand within NACURH. This is a
balanced logo from an aesthetics perspective.
18.  SW: When it says regional publications does this encompass shirts and
merchandise?
a.   It implies that “everything that NRHH produces that contains the
logo.” It also states for any future publications, as outgoing Executives
they did not feel comfortable putting in further action plans for this
phasing out of logos.
19.  SW: So can publication and merchandise be explicit within this piece since
we are confused personally?
a.   This will be up to you all.
20.  CA: Incoming Board is worried on the timeline of the implementation and we
are wondering if a timeline can be placed
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a.   Where we are at with Pre-Conference it would not be good to table it
but you could charge the authors with a timeline task to introduce it
to the NRHH reps at NRHH Business Meeting / NACURH Corporate.
You can make any charge as you like.
21.  SA moves to end Discussion; 2nd by GL
a.   Objection by CA
i.   Main Motion NOT WITHDRAWN; 2nd by PA
1.   Vote: 3-5-0; Objection carries
22.  SA: We would like to express that our NRHH representatives are in favor of
this logo and matching NACURH’s branding. We also feel that NRHH is in a
different state than NACURH, keeping our actual title in the logo will help us
move forward.
23.  CA moves to recognize an amendment; 2nd by PA
a.   Proponent Speech:
i.   The Central Atlantic feels that for the sake of clarity, all these
things that pertain to transition of this logo for publication and
merchandise will be reflected in the NACURH NRHH Strategic
plan and we believe there can be a timeline in place.
b.   Question & Answer:
i.   GL: Can you please explain why the timeline is useful?
1.   It will be for the greater good for the NACURH NRHH
Strategic Plan and it will best fit the movement of
NRHH.
ii.   SA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by NIC
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion
i.   SA: While we appreciate this amendment, we do believe this is
going to be a piece that the NNB is going to work on already.
Creating a task force for this is just another task force created
for no reason.
ii.   GL: We are not in support of this amendment, a creation of a
task force should be given up to the NACURH Executive
Team. We were just asked for feedback and this gets away
from the original intent of this piece. In addition, this is at the
discretion of the NAN when it comes to publications.
Merchandise can be sold currently and when you are out of
those merchandise you can update the new merchandise with
the logo. This will just delay it and make the honorary
stagnant.
iii.   NE moves to Caucus for 3 minutes; 2nd by NSRO
1.   Objection by SW
a.   Main Motion NOT WITHDRAWN; 2nd by CA
i.   Vote: 5-3-0; Objection Carries
iv.   CA requests to withdraw the amendment; 2nd withdrawn by
PA
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1.   No objections
d.   PA: The Pacific appreciates the update to the logo, however we would
like to see a design and meaning in the future that better aligns with
the future of our organization especially with the implementation of
the strategic plan, including the new mission and vision statements,
along with the shift from pillars to values. We are concerned with
passing this logo as is when seeking to make these updates in the
future.
e.   NSRO: We would also like to echo Pacific in regards to the update of
the logo and not make it change as often since member schools
would have to purchase items in bulk. We would like to approve the
new logo.
f.   CA Calls to Question
i.   No objections
vi.   Vote
1.   6-1-1; motion carries
11.  Approval of FY16 Tax Returns
k.   CA: We do not feel able to vote on these at this time. We only recently got this piece. I
would appreciate having more time and vote on this tomorrow.
i.   No objections to hearing them tomorrow; will be heard tomorrow.
12.  Feedback on the OTM Logos (referred to as “seal” and “circle”
l.   Discussion
i.   NAN: Before we move into a discussion we want to provide a historical perspective.
We are at a pivotal year of OTMs with them being in their 30th year. OTMs have
existed for 30 years, the OTM Database has been around for 15. It’s one of our
longest standing services. I’ve gotten a lot of feedback regarding a lack of identity in
terms of the program. They are not able to market OTMs within their organizations.
When they think of OTMs, they think of it as an essay - it’s a prestigious program and
is of value to NACURH. Seeing as the strategic plan calls for branding, we think this
is a good move and would like feedback on what to move forward with.
ii.   GL: Likes both and appreciates the work. We like the seal - it would look great on
NACURH documents. We like the circle because it is simple. The seal could be
edited to be branded specifically for the regions to use.
iii.   SW: We are in support of developing an identity for OTMs. We like the seal and
believe it brings a level of prestige to OTMs.
iv.   NSRO: Would this be put on the NACURH-winning OTM certificates?
1.   That’s limitless, but we don’t definitively have an answer. We feel comfortable
putting this on official documents, pins, awards, etc. We don’t want to limit it
to just those things, that’s why we’re bringing this forward. Right now,
because there’s nothing in place, we’re struggling on which one.
v.   MA: We think this is a great move. We enjoy the circle more because of it’s clean
design. Additionally, we do recognize that OTMs are truly a service of NRHH. We
think adding the NRHH logo would be better.
1.   NAN: There are organizations within NACURH that don’t have an NRHH
chapter - OTMs are a NACURH service. Speaking as the NAN, chapters may
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struggle with identifying with the seal. We’ve tried 20 or so drafts and these
were the best options. All that we could figure out when it comes to the
branding standards and integrity of the program is to make sure that it is still
a NACURH service even though implementation lies with NRHH.
vi.   SA: We echo MA; when we look at the seal logo it makes us think of it as a NACURH
service. It’s confusing since OTMs are under NRHH’s domain.
vii.   CA: We really do appreciate these logos that brand them as a service of NACURH OTMs are for everyone. We find GL’s points very interesting in making the seal really
great for official documents and the circle is more fun - could we use both?
viii.   PA: The circle is more brand recognizable items - the seal is good for certificates and
that prestige aspect.
ix.   CA: Combination of the two
x.   PA: Thank you for the initiative. For me, my eye goes directly to the OTM aspect of
the logo.
xi.   NSRO: We like the seal, it looks more official.
xii.   NE: We like the circle logo for it’s simplicity. While OTMs are an aspect of NACURH
and NRHH, we believe that our members would identify more with this logo.
xiii.   SA: While the seal is great, it doesn’t make sense since we are a service for everyone
who may be nominated for this award. We like the circle.
xiv.   NAN: We also spent a lot of time discussing the term “OTM” - OTM is what they
refer to it; they don’t call it “Of the Months” - the brand recognition is there.
xv.   CA: Logistically, when we have this logo will the website be updated?
1.   That is the hope.
xvi.   NSRO: The NRHH logo is currently on the OTM website and the certificates.
xvii.   SA: We didn’t originally see “awards” - we like the circle.
xviii.   GL moves to end discussion; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
m.   Vote for Perspective
i.   Seal - 1
ii.   Circle - ~ 20
iii.   Both - 12ish
iv.   None - 3
13.  Legislation
n.   NBD 16-61
i.   SA moves to bring NBD 16-61 to the floor; seconded by NIC
1.   No objections
ii.   SA moves to waive the reading; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
iii.   Proponent Speech
1.   We had a task force to gather data from outside our North American
affiliates. These affiliates do not necessarily use all of our resources and
services. This is creating a tiered membership to be more internationally
minded to provide access to institutions who fit in this.
iv.   Q&A
1.   SA: What is limited membership?
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2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  
7.  

8.  

9.  

a.   That was a typo; the name “partial membership” was a struggle. I
purposefully did not use international affiliate because that is not
meant for that. It’s more for those affiliates who fall outside the
boundaries of North America.
NE: Did the author consult with regions or institutions this affects?
a.   There was discussion in the task force - this was providing the option
to those schools to affiliate with a region. There are some schools that
may choose to do so. This is giving them a cheaper way to affiliate.
NSRO: Why is this option not available to people who live in North America.
a.   Chair: This conversation stems from our involvement with South
Africa, the Intermountain, and when I transitioned into this institution.
This language gives them the ability to affiliate outside of North
American (which is their ultimate goal). NACURH has an established
base in North America. Outside of that, we only have a few member
institutions. We’re going from being the premiere organization for
global residence hall students to shifting our focus to those in North
America.
b.   PA: The only difference is that schools outside North America don’t
get their resources necessarily through the region and NACURH. We
weren’t finding that with our international members.
c.   NSRO: So it would essentially be affiliating without regional ties?
i.   Yes
MA: So what does voting look like?
a.   They would have a vote in corporate - they would sit with the region
that is hosting the conference. They would not have a vote in regional
breakout.
SA: Under the benefits
a.   Chair read benefits of membership
b.   PA: There is nothing specific to giving full members access to regional
resources. That would be specific to charters.
NE: We were wondering how the specific cost of $70.00
a.   Just subtracted regional.
CA: We would like to know more about the host region?
a.   That institution would sit with the host of the Annual Conference if
they have partial membership; if they choose to go with the full
membership, they would be apart of your region and have voting
rights in regional affairs.
NE: How would this affect the schools affecting OCM services.
a.   We hadn’t really thought about it. As an international student, OCM is
not available in my country.
b.   Chair: Benefits from all corporate contracts, they wouldn’t be able to
do business there on their side if they can’t do business there.
CA: My understanding is that North America is engaged continent, what are
your thoughts on Mexico?
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a.   Mexico is unique; it has the potential to be more involved to the
capacity Canada is involved. We wanted to leave that door open.
Time-zone differences, currency differences, etc. typically keep
members from being involved.
b.   SW: We have really struggled because their higher education system
is so vastly different from ours. I don’t think this piece will impact them
because we as a region have a long way to go before we benefit from
their involvement and they benefit from us.
10.  CA moves to exhaust the speaker’s list; seconded by NIC
11.  GL: Any school could take apart of the partial membership?
a.   No, this specifies that this includes schools outside of North America. I
would encourage an amendment to be made
v.   Discussion
1.   MA: We would like to thank Mason for how well thought out this piece is.
2.   SA calls the question; NAF objects
a.   Friendly amendment the author suggested should be taken
b.   Amendment accepted
3.   CA: We would like to thank Mason for this. We think this will help support the
two affiliates we have.
4.   NE: We echo previous sentiments. This provides the ability to those schools
to not pay an affiliation fee
5.   IA calls the question; no objections
vi.   Vote
1.   8-0-0; motion carries.
14.  Recess
o.   MA moves to recess until 10:00 AM; seconded by CA
i.   No objections
THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 2016
1.   Call to order at 10:00 AM
2.   Roll Call
3.   Strategic Planning Presentations
a.   Southwest
i.   Q&A
1.   CA: We were wondering about the bid review taskforce, and if the idea of
conflict of interest was discussed.
a.   Yeah - our CO for NRHH Resources is the one who selects who
reviews bids. That person is responsible for evaluating whether
conflict is present.
b.   Great Lakes
i.   Q&A
1.   SW: In looking at your programming goals, how do you see this working out?
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c.  

d.  

e.  
f.  

g.  

a.   We’re still going to have a programming chair during conference, but
we are going to have a CO begin to create resources for that.
Additionally, we will be creating a task force.
2.   NSRO: You were talking about how you had a lot of different social media
outlets, can you explain?
a.   We have seven - we have to figure out how to best use those in our
region.
Central Atlantic
i.   Q&A
1.   IA: We appreciate your goal with student government associations - can you
provide some insight?
a.   We will have a task force look into this to see what this relationship
looks like, researching resources, and having intentional
conversations.
South Atlantic
i.   Q&A
1.   SA: For LEAD, you said that you want to borrow it - do you mean putting on
sessions that help them accomplish it?
a.   Yes, we want to provide them with opportunities to accomplish that.
We want to make sure our members use the services available to
them to help them grow.
Pacific
Intermountain
i.   Q&A
1.   SA: When you were talking about accountability, how do you plan to hold
your regional representatives accountable?
a.   It’s mostly positive reinforcement through our Banana Points systems.
Some things we’ve encountered recently is everyone wants to share
best practices, but seeing no engagement when those opportunities
are provided.
Midwest
i.   Q&A
1.   CA: You talk about a culture change with NRHH; how do you plan to move
forward with that?
a.   We have to address it right away so that it is effective. Moo Crew will
be a huge part of that. We refer to our reps inclusively as Moo Crew.
When in joint, anything that relates to NRHH should be yielded to
NRHH Representatives.
b.   CA: Have you considered giving your reps the voting rights?
i.   They aren’t there right now; they don’t understand it at the
moment. We’re trying to address it in a way that isn’t in policy
- we just want
2.   PA: In PA, we have an NRHH Policy Book, have you thought about that?
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a.   MA: We’ve thought about it as we are creating a new one. We found
that it wasn’t the best solution in MACURH. There wasn’t a lot of
content that would make up that policy book.
h.   North East
4.   Recess
a.   GL moves to recess until 1:15 PM; seconded by IA
i.   No objections
5.   NACURH 2017 Conference Expectations
a.   State of North Carolina & Indiana - SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION
i.   Question & Answer / Discussion:
1.   SW: How will we as the Boards address individuals that see the bid / hear
about the announcement, how would you want us to talk to our regions
about this situation?
a.   From NACURH’s perspective you should address it as a member
school of NACURH, they are protected from a NACURH Equity
Statement but we have taken things into consideration as far as what
is IN their control and what is OUT of their control. We are mindful of
the selection process of NACURH 2017.
b.   If it is after the fact, we can release the bids of the selected school if
regions want to send it out as a resource. Additionally, we will talk to
that Conference Staff afterwards so there is some preparation of these
questions or concerns. There is not an opportunity for people outside
of the NBD / NNB to ask questions, it will not be a primary topic for
conversation during the selection period.
2.   PA: We should not be holding this against the NACURH 2017 Conference
Staff, we appreciate everyone that is talking about that since it is a difficult
conversation. My questions are… is it okay to ask for Gender Neutral
Housing?
a.   You can ask about Gender Neutral Housing.
3.   IA: In regards to NACURH Policy, can you go over how the statements of
Equity Statement / Gender Neutral Housing go over how this relates to this
situation?
a.   Ultimately, things that are outside of the institution’s control such as
state law and legislative changes, this protects institutions from a
biased decision that may come from situations surrounding a school.
With the Gender Neutral Housing, we try to provide as much support
to schools as we can to try and reach this goal but we do recognize
that not all NACURH member schools can engage in that type of
housing approach. We will try and balance the limitations / choices of
schools that may impact Gender Neutral Housing.
b.   As voting members we expect you to go over the bid as well as the
presentation in order to make a sound decision. We should not be
considering the items that are outside of the school’s control when it
comes to the decision of NACURH 2017. The Chairperson cannot
necessarily control how the NBD / NNB votes but there is an
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expectation to the Boards to consider the elements that are IN the
school’s control and OUT of the school’s control.
4.   NE: There were statements about state’s banning travel to events that
conflict with a political situation, is there any plan in place to support schools
that are going through this situation?
a.   That puts NACURH in a really weird and difficult situation. In being as
equitable as we can, we are not considering anything that again is
outside of a school’s control. However, there are steps that NACURH
can take to rectify issues that we can support and try to change, we
look to the Boards to help solve those problems.
b.   In a financial perspective, we do have to reach a very specific Breakeven Point. A BEP may be set that is outside of NACURH Policy in
order to work with the situation that a conference host school is in if
they are bound by certain things by the state. This would be a
conversation with the incoming NACURH Executive Team and the
NACURH CRC.
5.   GL: Would it be appropriate to ask their plans to address these types of
controversial situations? If it is consistent for both schools?
a.   The reality is that we are not taking this into consideration, it may
challenge us if we were to go down this type of Question & Answer
path. Both schools have taken a lot of time to prepare their bids and
their presentation, we don’t want to put them in a situation that may
feel like they are being attacked.
b.   If you feel that the information would be helpful to your
understanding, just make sure that you are prepping it in a way that is
not aggressive or attacking. We just don’t want to have a misinformed
perception by asking that question.
6.   SA: In the bids, Western Carolina has addressed it and Purdue hasn’t had the
opportunity to address it. What is your perspective of that?
a.   We are not considering this when it comes to selection. We should
not see one as higher than the other if they addressed it in the bid or
presentation.
b.   Expectations of NACURH 2017 Annual Conference Staff
i.   Willingness to collaborate w/ NACURH Team
ii.   Plan for communication w/ the NACURH Boards
iii.   Clear transportation plans
iv.   Variety of options for ALL delegates (dining, facilities, philanthropy)
v.   Use of theme
vi.   Consideration of NACURH Store
vii.   Efficient budget practices / fiscally responsible
viii.   Plan for communication w/ member schools
ix.   Pre-Conference and Semis plans
x.   Commitment to sustainability
xi.   Plan for transition of team members
xii.   Gender Neutral Bathrooms / Gender Neutral Housing
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xiii.   Updating communication when changes are made
xiv.   Preparedness seen with presentation and Question & Answer
xv.   Engaging spirit plans
xvi.   Consideration of international needs
xvii.   Interacting w/ host school if they had an RHA / NRHH
xviii.   Entertainment for everyone
xix.   Encouragement of NRHH programming
xx.   Focus on intentional and productive programming
xxi.   Clear facilities online
xxii.   Positive relationship w/ public safety entities
xxiii.   Willingness to provide a unique delegate experience
xxiv.   Ability / willingness to have fun as a team
xxv.   Effective management of school registration and check-in
xxvi.   Programming tracks that represent the values of NACURH (NACURH-U & ART)
xxvii.   Dynamic and adaptable leadership planning
xxviii.   Solidified volunteer recruitment plan
xxix.   Plan for social media and marketing
xxx.   Innovative / thoughtful sponsorship ideas
xxxi.   Flexibility
xxxii.   Sustainability initiatives
xxxiii.   Concrete plans for securing sponsorship
c.   CA moves to end Discussion; 2nd by PA
i.   No objections
d.   Process for NACURH 2017
i.   Institution’s Prepare
ii.   NBD / NNB Enters (NACURH Executives, Regions, Offices)
iii.   Introductions of Schools
iv.   Presentation (30 Minutes)
v.   Question & Answer (15 Minutes)
vi.   Pro / Con (5 Minutes)
6.   NACURH NRHH Strategic Plan
a.   Q&A
i.   PA: The list of services that you want to have for NRHH, what is the priority resources
you see that are going to occur first and the fastest?
1.   With each initiative and goal there is a priority measurement of where the
resources need to be set at. The timeline has the resources that should be
created for each year, the important thing is to list the groundwork of the
resource so Chapters know what to do before we go into the depth of the
resource. An idea that comes to mind is having AD-NRHHs expressing the
information out to both potential and current members so they can better
help chapters understand what goes on at a NACURH NRHH level.
2.   There was a reason why we didn’t move forward with Year 1 Assessment so
there isn’t a rush to mismanage the collection of data.
ii.   SA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by PA
1.   No objections
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b.   Discussion
i.   SW: We appreciate all the hard work that Kaley and the AD-NRHHs have done for
this and we support it.
ii.   GL: The Great Lakes echo the South West and we appreciate the work of Kaley and
everyone else. The list of resources presented is a great way to leave the honorary at
and for the next three years.
iii.   NE: We are also in full support of this, we believe that it will bring NRHH to a whole
new level.
iv.   CA: The Central Atlantic would like to thank all of those involved with the NACURH
NRHH Strategic Plan. We like the sentiments of how to focus on the campus level.
v.   NIC: We would like to thank Kaley and all of the AD-NRHHs for this plan and we look
forward to working on how the affiliation process will change.
vi.   PA Calls to Question
1.   No objections
c.   Vote:
i.   8-0-0; NACURH NRHH Strategic Plan passes.
7.   Split Boardroom
a.   CA moves to go into Split Boardroom for Tax Returns and NNB Business; 2nd by the NE
i.   No objections
8.   NACURH Corporation Tax Returns
a.   CA moves to bring the NACURH Tax Returns to the floor; 2nd by NSRO
i.   No objections
b.   Q&A
i.   NSRO: We were wondering that for the section on income it does not mention sales,
can you elaborate on this?
1.   That is recognized as Program Service Revenue, our sales are routed through
that line compared to Gross Sales. So our sales is a service to our members.
ii.   PA: What is considered other revenue?
1.   You will see that in the $26,000.00+, that is OCM money that we receive.
iii.   CA moves to end Question & Answer; 2nd by SW
1.   No objections
c.   Discussion
i.   SW: We really appreciate that someone else does our taxes, we have faith in Tom
and Jacob to know what they talk about.
ii.   CA Calls to Question
1.   No objections
d.   Vote
i.   22-0-0; NACURH’s Corporate Tax Returns are approved.
9.   Roll Call Inventory
a.   Question & Answer
i.   SW: Do we have to count roll for both NCCs and NRHHs?
1.   No, it will just be the school.
ii.   PA: Will Directors and ADs have access to this?
1.   The NIC will have access to it initially on the morning, but afterwards we will
share it to the ADs.
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iii.   GL: Is there a concern with doing Roll Call in such a small space when it comes to
hearing?
1.   There will be a concern but we will be sitting in rather tight sessions. Do your
best to go around and make sure people are there. You can also have them
just raise their placards so it is a visual type of roll call.
10.  Recess
a.   MA moves to recess until 6:30 PM; seconded by CA
i.   No objections

FRIDAY, JUNE 23, 2016
1.   Annual Conference 2017 Presentations
a.   Presentation by Purdue University
i.   Q&A
1.   GL: If awarded the bid, what makes you most excited about hosting?
a.   I’m most excited to be able to spread leadership and knowledge to
everyone in attendance at the conference. I’m excited for them to
learn these resources. NACURH has been really good to Purdue - we
want to share that. Purdue is becoming a strengths-based campus; we
are looking forward to implementing that this year and sharing that
next year. We have a unique Executive-In-Residence program that we
plan to give the opportunity for students.
2.   NSRO: Have you taken into consideration a location for a NACURH Store?
a.   We will definitely take it into consideration. We have locations that will
be able to accommodate that.
3.   CA: Do you have any plans for transition of team members and team
development?
a.   We’ve already had a few people transition in and out and there have
been meetings between those individuals. We’ve already done a few
group retreats and we plan to do a few more throughout the year.
4.   SW: What is your maximum space for regional breakouts?
a.   There are different rooms in the Union and Student Center - rooms up
to 300, U-shaped seating; we are able to accommodate for anyone.
5.   PA: We would like to know more about the airports - are people renting cars
or shuttles?
a.   We are providing shuttle service for $30.00 - if you choose not to take
that, we have information available on vehicle rental, trains, etc. Since
different schools have different protocols, we want to provide ease of
use.
6.   SA: For those who do not have smart phones or are international and do not
have domestic phone plans, what are your plans to provide program
information?
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a.   We plan to provide some paper copies to meet those needs. But, we
are pushing for sustainability.
7.   NE: We would like more elaboration about the sustainability carnival and
where those materials are coming from?
a.   We will be collecting cans ourselves throughout the year. For
delegations that aren’t as far, can bring crushed cans. We recognize
not everyone can do that.
8.   Annual Conference: Are you planning on having committees for your chairs?
a.   Some chairs will have committees - it’s not necessary for everyone.
Volunteers Chair will be recruiting a lot of people.
9.   NE: Could you elaborate on the idea of having each dining track switch
locations during the conference? How will you address potential confusion
about this?
a.   We will do our best to make it clear about who is going where and
what time. We will have volunteers available as well. Since all of our
dining locations are close to each other, there shouldn’t be much
confusion.
10.  PA: How do you plan on advertising nutritional resources to delegates?
a.   On the Purdue Dining website, there is a nutrition tab. I believe we
are also working to get a dining app as well. Each food item has
calorie cards and nutritional information.
11.  IA: In your bid you state that Corporate will be held in Lobe - is there a space
that will be accomodating NRHH Business?
a.   Yes, Fowler Hall is close to Lobe and holds around 800 people. They
are equipped with full technology.
12.  NE: Can you elaborate more o the training for volunteers?
a.   The first training session will be a large group training. We may have
people who do not know what NACURH is, so we want to educate
them. The second session is to divide into tiers: live-in volunteers,
mass gathering volunteers. Final training will occur right before
training.
13.  MA: Can you talk about “one brick higher” and how your conference staff
embodies that?
a.   When we first began to bid, our advisor challenged us to look at what
previous conferences have looked like and encouraged us to dream
big and push further. We’ve all embodied that and are actively
working. We have been reviewing previous transition reports.
14.  SW: Will there be an additional fee for those who pay with a credit card
a.   No, there will not be.
15.  CA: Regarding volunteers, can you speak more specifically about the buy-in
for volunteers to be involved.
a.   We are a large campus - we have a large residence life community.
We have a lot of RAs, RHA members, and NRHH members and each
have a network to pull from. We believe they will be totally on board
with it and very excited. We also have a large Greek life population
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who are always looking to be involved. We also have active
community members.
16.  SA: In reference to pre-conference philanthropy - will they be turning them
into their local chapter or yours?
a.   If they want to, then that is fine. We will look into further details.
17.  PA: Can you explain why you chose your keynote?
a.   I’ve seen him a few times; he speaks at our Orientation. He embraces
what NACURH stands for. He is funny and able to capture the entire
audience.
18.  SW moves to extend time by fifteen (15) minutes; seconded by SA
a.   No objections
19.  SW: I know you’ve talked a little about team transition and bonding. Have
you thought about burnout for students?
a.   Over the course of the year, we have really gotten to know each other
and have gained the ability to recognize when we are not performing
our best. We encourage any kind of measure to ensure healthy
behaviors to so we can be doing our best. We’ve gone on a couple of
retreats. Being able to do that helps us remember our why. Being
able to share that helps to keep us motivated. We all committed to
this from the beginning. The commitment to each other and this
conference stands out.
20.  NIC: Can you elaborate more on check-in?
a.   It will happen in one of our largest residence halls with three main
lobbies. We hope to spread everything out. We will have plenty of
signage to promote efficiency.
21.  IA: Can you expand on your learning outcome-based programming?
a.   We introduced a table in our bid with potential learning outcomes for
our different tracks. With our programming, some of the criteria will
be included on the program submission form itself. It will bring more
meaning to what is being presented.
22.  Annual Conference: In looking at the budget there are some fees included,
what does this mean?
a.   We are obligated to use a particular service that requires us to use
them for booking, registration, printing, etc.
23.  CA: How do you plan to communicate not only with students, but campuslevel advisors as well?
a.   That’s a good question. We have a website, social media, and emails.
We can communicate through the regions as well to ensure people
are getting the information they need. The NBD Liaison exists to be
able to send some of this information. It’s not something one person
could do themselves. We will also be creating a conference survival
guide to centralize information.
24.  PA: Can you expand on the case study competition and why there are two
separate ones for student staff members and student leaders?
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a.   Our Execs in Residence will explain through what they’ve learned at
NACURH to help solve a problem.
25.  GL: What’s the reception from staff and students on your campus at the
prospect of hosting NACURH 2017?
a.   Our staff is super excited - they are really supportive of us. Someone
is always asking how things are going. Students are aware this is
happening and they always ask us how things are going.
Departmentally, we have a lot of support. Some of our biggest
support has come from the Department. NRHH is also excited to be
apart of this - we are excited to show people.
26.  NE: Your keynote is known as the “Dating Doctor” - is he speaking on this?
a.   No - he is most famous for that, but he will be speaking about
leadership.
27.  CA: What are you most looking forward to taking away from hosting this
conference?
a.   We’re looking to share out leadership experiences and any leadership
things we’ve learned - it’s about passing down a legacy and things
I’ve learned from the leaders.
b.   I’m a freshman and I’m just excited to be apart of this and to take this
experience away.
c.   I’m also a freshman - I’ve learned a lot about process, time
management, and teamwork - it’s a privilege and honor to be apart of
this.
d.   Networking is key. We’ve been able to recruit a lot of collaborative
partners through this experience.
e.   My major doesn’t always provide me with opportunities to teach
others what I’m learning.
f.   Since I’ll be a senior, I’m excited to leave a legacy through NACURH
2017. Something that resonates with me is the passion and
excitement everyone builds off of each other is one of a kind.
g.   Relationship - I’ve already taken away wonderful relationships with my
team and our advisors.
h.   This is my fifth conference. Being able to give back to something that
has changed my life and has made me a better person is a privilege.
Being able to have the professional development to manage a
budget is also a wonderful experience.
i.   I’m an international student - every international student is very
worried about fitting in. Purdue has embraced me and let me be who
I am - we are here for that. Res life has taught me about inclusivity and
education. The experience is second to none.
j.   I’m excited to organize the 500+ programs; I love organizing and this
is an experience I’m looking forward to. Seeing everything people
could take away and bring back to their institution is wonderful.
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k.   I’m excited for mass gatherings. I’m excited to branch out and step
out of my comfort zone. I’m excited to learn more about GLACURH
and NACURH.
ii.   Pro/Con
PRO

CON

Transferrable Skills of Conference Team

$30 Transportation Fee

High School Volunteers

Regional breakout spaces

How to host a program video

No clear regional communication plan

Outreach to regions on programming

Preconference philanthropy

Sustainability initiatives

Banquet locations

Willing to accommodate the NACURH store

International phone plan

Safety plans

-

Rooted in institutional history

Staff turnover initiatives

Team dynamic

-

Conference waivers upon registration

-

Use of theme

-

b.   Presentation by Western Carolina University
i.   Q&A
1.   SA: I know in the bid you mentioned the NACURH Games - can you explain
that more?
a.   It’s going to be like a huge field day. It’s for everyone - sports,
puzzles, water balloon war, etc.
2.   PA: Surrounding philanthropy, do you have plans for international affiliates
who lie outside the National Parks Service?
a.   They are able to monetarily support the initiative.
3.   Annual Conference: Can you explain the mix-n-match
a.   It’s kind of the catch all for all programs to be represented if they do
not fit anywhere else.
4.   SW: Your bid talks about trams that are available for ADA during peak hours can you explain that?
a.   Anyone who is driving will receive a free parking pass for the duration
of the conference.
5.   NSRO: Have you taken into consideration for the NACURH Store
a.   It will be at Ramsey during registration and in a central location during
the rest of conference.
6.   NE: Can you elaborate on the capacity of the conference of your institution?
a.   We will have anywhere between 1900-2500.
7.   GL: What are you most excited for hosting NACURH 2017?
a.   I’m excited to talk to so many people. I’m excited to show people
how awesome our campus is and the beauty there.
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b.   I’m excited about showing the sense of community our university has it’s cozy and it’s a unique experience
8.   SA: You mentioned that delegates will only be allowed to get to their
residence hall
a.   We’ll have volunteers that will allow people in those spaces and make
sure everyone is safe. There will be alternative spaces.
9.   CA: What plans do you have to handle transition of staff members?
a.   We are all well-versed in every position on our team; we will have
people in the event of someone leaving the team, we will be able to
pick up the position until we could find someone to fill the role
10.  PA: Will there be any resources available to delegates to help them prepare
for program submission?
a.   Yes, we will have an electronic newsletter devoted to it.
11.  CA: Can you tell us how you plan to take care of yourselves through this
process?
a.   We’ve set aside money for staff development. We have an
encouraging department - they would never let us do this if they
didn’t think we could handle it. The support is there. Self-care is
important and we know that we can also take care of each other.
12.  Annual Conference: How do you plan on sending out that newsletter?
a.   Continue composing it; we’ll send to every region to send out to
members.
13.  CA: Can you please show us the hammock?
a.   They are regionally made in Asheville - could hold up to 400 lbs.
14.  NE: Due to the fact that your mass gatherings is outside, can you expand on
technology?
a.   We will have that provided by the Ramsey Center and stadium.
15.  GL: On your campus level, what’s your support like at the prospect of hosting
NACURH 2017?
a.   Our staff is ecstatic - our residential living students and volunteers are
excited. We have a lot of support for volunteers from Greek life and
other student organizations. We have support outside of residential
living in other departments.
16.  SW: Will there be a charge for schools using credit cards?
a.   We will not be using credit cards; institutions will be able to mail or
bring their check to conference.
17.  PA: Can you elaborate on why you chose your keynote?
a.   I’ve seen him speaking him before - his keynote was just to the heart.
18.  CA: How do you plan to not only communicate with students but campuslevel advisors as well.
a.   Since our campus is close knit, we do not have a problem with
communicating with individual advisors to increase understanding and
communications
i.   CA: Like schools coming to conference?
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1.   We are hoping to not only have a list of emails for
advisors as well. We will also be reaching out to the
regions to provide information on how we can
communicate with those attending prior to registration.
19.  SA: With the liability involved in the NACURH Games, have you taken into
consideration first aid?
a.   We have - we have hospitals in the area and available resources.
20.  MA: How will you keep your team accountable and work through more
challenging times?
a.   Throughout the past year in creating this bid, we’ve faced our
challenges. When and if we get this bid, we will push through
anything to host.
21.  SW moves to extend by fifteen (15) minutes; seconded by CA
a.   No objections
22.  IA: Can you elaborate on the capacity for the Corporate Boardroom space?
a.   Our capacity will be over 1500
23.  GL: Can you explain the phone registration process and how that plays into
payment?
a.   We will have a staff member being able to take that information over
the phone.
24.  CA: What are you most looking forward to taking away from hosting this
conference?
a.   I’m excited to work on my public speaking. Conferences like NACURH
have helped me to grow and develop.
b.   I’ve been doing conferences my entire life - I love leadership
development. This is something new that I’m looking
c.   I love these people, leadership, and residence life. I am excited to see
everyone come together. And also public speaking - this is a
confidence builder.
d.   We’ve hosted a state-level conference and that in itself was so
fulfilling. To be able to show up to 2500 people our passion for
leadership would be the most incredible thing.
e.   I went to a state-level conference for my first conference. I’ve pushed
myself to learn. I don’t have anything specific because i want to come
in with an open mind and allow it to shape me as a leader.
f.   One that sticks out to me is mentorship. You never know who you are
impacting when you are going around just being “you.” I am excited
to see the impact of peers on peers. I can’t wait to learn from others.
g.   Anyone who knows me, knows I am always the “mom.” I’m excited to
watch our conference staff grow and become what the can be. I’m
very excited to see this work out for everyone.
25.  SA: Regarding the budget, what is the 2.65% bank fee?
a.   That would be the exchange for international currency and any
processing associated with the conference.
26.  Annual Conference: Are costs for mass gatherings accounted for?
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a.   Not yet - we are working on it and are hoping to work with y’all to
make it happen.
27.  PA: What are your additional plans for sponsorship?
a.   We actually got a sponsorship from a residence hall furniture program
as we were practicing. Any sponsorship we receive, we will accept
with joy and appreciation. It’s not something we are worried about.
28.  NE: Can you elaborate on volunteer training?
a.   SafeZone training, crowd management, first aid are a few. If there is
anything else, we will be able to find someone through the resources
we have to execute this.
29.  SA: With check-in being divided by region, how will you incorporate the
NACURH Information Center?
a.   We have check-in broken up by each region, but the headquarters will
be on the opposite side where they can check-in.
30.  PA: Do you have any contingency plans for individuals who will be unable to
use their smartphones for Guidebook?
a.   We will have information packets available at check-in for these
individuals. When our international delegations arrive, we will be sure
to meet and get their requests prior to conference. We are trying to
find volunteers to speak with individuals in their first language to help
alleviate communication concerns.
31.  NE: What foods will be offered during satellite breakfasts?
a.   Granola bars, bagels and cream cheese, fruit, etc.
32.  PA: Can you elaborate more on gender inclusive housing?
a.   All of our residence halls include private or semi-private (with a limit of
4 sharing). Students will be able to opt-in to that process.
33.  SA: Why are you limiting FB and Instagram posts to five?
a.   We don’t want to focus so much on social media - there are
alternative ways for students to earn points and we want to diversify
that.
34.  PA moves to end Q&A; seconded by IA
a.   No objections.
ii.   Pro/Con
PRO

CON

Inclusivity Chair

No plan for transition of conference team
members

Volunteer Training & SafeZone / UPD

No financial contingency

NSRO Store Location

Lack of international philanthropy

Clear Facilities Plan

Lack of credit card payment acceptance

International Currency

Unclear ADA transportation

Sustainability

Lack of sponsorship plan

Nut-Free Conference

No dining hall numbers

RHA & NRHH Relationships

Absence of mass gathering finances

Ability / Willingness to have fun

Call-in registration
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Budget Breakdown

Overused keynote speaker

---

---

1.   NIC moves to end Pro/Con; seconded by IA
a.   No objections
c.   Discussion
i.   GL: We would like to commend both presentations. They were both excellent and
you can see the passion from both teams. On Purdue, when looking through their
bid, we could envision the conference - they are being innovative with their Exec-In
Residence program. The facilities are centrally located. Their philanthropy is unique.
They included so many details to show what this would look like in practice. You can
tell they were prepared.
ii.   NSRO: Western Carolina thought about the store location and putting it in their
registration and dining areas.
iii.   PA: We would also like to commend both; we are conflicted. On Purdue, they
innovate in subtle ways - there wasn’t as much excitement from their bid as Western.
We have some concerns with mass gatherings entertainment and campus.
iv.   NE: We would like to commend Western. They professionally answered questions
and we believe we have a full picture of what the conference will be like. We did not
feel that Purdue answered all of the questions.
v.   SA: We commend both. Both teams would host an excellent conference. Western
read the NDSU wrap-up report and have been intentional about providing SafeZone
and other training through UPD because safety is a top priority.
vi.   SW: We appreciated the obvious preparation and rehearsal with Western Carolina. In
Q&A, they seemed less able to fully answer some questions.
vii.   CA: We echo some of the sentiments of the SW, some of our questions were
unanswered and when prompted
viii.   Annual Conference: We understand team dynamics. We feel that the team dynamic
of Purdue was stronger and therefore would give them the ability to better adapt to
the many changes associated with hosting the conference.
ix.   PA: We would like to speak to the financial aspect of mass gatherings at Western this question was not answered well enough. This could be a huge cost that we have
no idea what we are walking into.
x.   IA: We feel that Purdue showed a strong structure, but lacked understanding of
implementation. We also appreciated their program learning outcomes. With
Western, we are impressed with their commitment to NACURH initiatives, but are
concerned with how they answered questions.
xi.   PA: Commend Western on their past assessment of NACURH initiatives.
xii.   NE: In terms of volunteer training, we feel that Western’s options for training are
more diversified.
xiii.   CA: James Robilotta has been used a lot throughout NACURH.
xiv.   MA: We believe there are some things that young teams just don’t understand prior
to obtaining a conference - there is a difference with not knowing and thinking
critically. We feel Western demonstrated this better than Purdue.
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xv.   Annual Conference: echo MA; there are a lot of things unknown to conference staffs.
With Western they were more focused on Western. Purdue was more focused on
NACURH.
xvi.   PA: We would like to commend Western on their inclusion of international
currencies.
xvii.   GL: Purdue will be having three training sessions for programming, they have
learning outcomes for programs. They stated multiple times throughout the
presentation that they are here to meet the needs we have.
xviii.   IA moves to caucus for five (5) minutes; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
xix.   SW: We agree with the sentiments that Purdue may not have known of or been
aware of things they aren’t privy to. We have concerns with Western’s plans or, lack
thereof, for concrete transition. Their lack of ADA plans is concerning. There is some
gray area there and our region is concerned about what that could look like.
xx.   NE: We would like to address some of the concerns to Western’s undeveloped
sections. We believe it is important to expect significant changes over the year.
When the conference is awarded the host institution will have the ability to solidify
plans.
xxi.   PA: We do not believe Western lacks the ability to host an amazing conference; what
we’re worried about, in thinking about who we are as a corporation, the variability in
the budget is concerning.
xxii.   SA: We appreciate both bids partnered with UPDs. They both have reached out to
campus safety.
xxiii.   NAF: Echoing the sentiments of the Pacific, I do have concerns about this bid in
regards to finances. I do not think it’s appropriate to not accept credit cards. I do
want to highlight that Western is internationally inclusive. It is a policy to present
budgets in the currency of our member affiliates.
xxiv.   IA: A use of theme is an expectation we set. In our opinion, we saw Western’s theme
as a more of a design standard. Purdue took it and ran with it. We are also
concerned with the things that come with an outdoor space for mass gatherings. We
are not holding that against Western.
xxv.   MA: We are impressed with Purdue focusing on hosting the NACURH conference.
xxvi.   Annual Conference: We understand what it is like to bid, win, and learn a lot of
things. Both schools can host an annual conference. Adaptability is critical. It does
not seem like Western is as open to this as Purdue is.
xxvii.   NE: We would like to address the concerns in the room regarding overused
speakers. The students in those regions have seen the speaker, that doesn’t mean
that the students in other regions. With Purdue’s speaker being nationallyrecognized, there is still potential there delegates have seen him. This is a decision
of the conference teams to bring who they believe is best.
xxviii.   IA calls the question; objection from PA
1.   Withdrawn
xxix.   IA moves to exhaust the speaker’s list with additions; seconded GL
1.   No objections
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xxx.   GL: The Great Lakes would like to speak on the fact that Purdue University showed a
stronger community involvement and excitement about NACURH 2017. Not only
through what they said about the fact that what they want to get out of the
conference is more personal and giving back to NACURH. They also show that
alumni is coming back to campus to support them in the Executive program. They
also are engaging through extensive sponsorship already achieved as well as utilizing
high school students where NACURH can connect and show how important higher
education is to a person. We also would like to speak on the fact that Purdue had
their dining completely planned out with the capacity listed and the schedule
planned out. Also Purdue has first year students on their bid teams which means that
they will have a fresh perspective and be able to then assist in the transition of the
future conference staffs with still being around to help. This also backs up their
statements about leaving a legacy within NACURH. They also stated, “Hope to give
NACURH the perhaps the best year ever.” Also we appreciate the inclusivity of their
campus where they allow for cultural center involvement into their conference. We
feel confident that Purdue would host the conference with passion and strategic
planning where they will have an environment not only at NACURH but at Semis too
with the planning they took to hold it in one building and have entertainment also
planned out. Purdue has such a great foundation of the logistics of ADA,
sustainability, facilities, and finances, that they can use a year to add the “frills” to
enhance the conference experience
xxxi.   CA: Purdue has clear plans for transition which is an expectation we set. They also
have clear plans to ensure self-care is being upheld. Western did not show this even
though they believe they will do it. They didn’t explicitly state it.
xxxii.   NE: While we understand the concern of Western to host a conference about
Western - hosting is about introducing our students to new experiences and that
inherently includes another institution’s culture.
xxxiii.   PA: We would like to address transportation cost issues. At Purdue’s conference, the
airport fees will total up to over $1,000.00. With Western, the concerns are so great
with the budget, that we cannot support them.
xxxiv.   NAN: NRHH experience was present in both bids. Purdue included NRHH-specific
programming and opportunities for members to continue in the development of
their values. In terms of the delegate experience around NRHH, I believe that Purdue
would provide this.
d.   Vote
i.   Purdue University has been selected as the host site for the 2017 NACURH Annual
Conference.
2.   Recess
a.   CA moves to recess opening ceremonies; seconded by SA
i.   No objections
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SUNDAY, JUNE 25, 2016
1.   Call to order at 7:30 PM
2.   Roll Call
3.   Approval of Regional Charters
a.   Central Atlantic Charter
i.   CA moves to bring to the floor; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
ii.   CA: We updated conference titles and the first and last paragraphs.
iii.   SW moves to approve; seconded by GL
1.   No objections
iv.   8-0-0; charter approved.
b.   Great Lakes Charter
i.   NE moves to bring to the floor; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
ii.   GL: We updated conference titles and the first and last paragraphs. We also
changed our Finance Officer title.
iii.   SW moves to approve; seconded by MA
1.   No objections
iv.   8-0-0; charter approved.
c.   Intermountain Charter
i.   SA moves to bring to the floor; seconded by the NIC
1.   No objections
ii.   IA: We updated conference titles, the first and last paragraphs, our impeachment
process, and added Nevada.
iii.   GL moves to approve; seconded by NE
1.   No objections
iv.   8-0-0; charter approved.
d.   Midwest Charter
i.   SA moves to bring to the floor; seconded by IA
1.   No objections
ii.   MA: We updated conference titles, the first and last paragraphs, and our policies
surrounding quorum.
iii.   SW moves to approve; seconded by the NSRO
1.   No objections
iv.   8-0-0; charter approved.
e.   North East Charter
i.   GL moves to bring to the floor; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
ii.   CA: We updated conference titles, the first and last paragraphs, and our officer titles.
iii.   SA moves to approve; seconded by MA
1.   No objections
iv.   8-0-0; charter approved.
f.   Pacific Charter
i.   SA moves to bring to the floor; seconded by SW
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1.   No objections
ii.   PA: We updated conference titles, the first and last paragraphs, general language,
and removed Nevada.
iii.   CA moves to approve; seconded by SA
1.   No objections
iv.   8-0-0; charter approved.
g.   South Atlantic Charter
i.   SW moves to bring to the floor; seconded by PA
1.   No objections
ii.   SA: We updated conference titles, the first and last paragraphs, and updated
information on our NRHH Representatives.
iii.   IA moves to approve; seconded by MA
1.   No objections
iv.   8-0-0; charter approved.
h.   Southwest Charter
i.   SA moves to bring to the floor; seconded by NE
1.   No objections
ii.   CA: We updated conference titles, the first and last paragraphs, and our
impeachment process.
iii.   PA moves to approve; seconded by CA
1.   No objections
iv.   8-0-0; charter approved.
4.   Adjournment
a.   CA moves to adjourn the 2016 NACURH Annual Business Meeting; seconded by GL
i.   No objections
ii.   Business adjourned at 7:46 PM
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